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To the Members of the American Association of Wholesale Opticians:
Gentlemen:
We were authorized by your Association to investigate your methods of
doing business, manufacture, etc., to analyze them and write up a plan of a
uniform standard cost system throughout the entire Association.
You can readily understand that when your members consist of small,
large and medium sized plants, the cost system must of necessity be based on
a plan acceptable to both the smallest and the largest operator. In order to
accomplish this we have outlined in this manual what we call the "Minimum
Necessity Plan" which we feel should be adopted by all the operators regardless of size. For the larger operators we have suggested certain increments to
be added to this Minimum Necessity Plan as they see fit.
We have tried to make the Minimum Necessity Plan as simple as possible commensurate with certain principles of accounting and cost work which
every business should have regardless of size and nature. Also we advocate
that the operators install the Minimum Necessity Plan in all its phases. It is
possible that a cost system, for example, can be operated without a complete
tie-in with the financial books. This is not good practice, however, as the costs
that you would receive could in no way be checked up as to accuracy. In other
words, the costs which you would obtain might or might not equal the total expenditures for the period. In order to insure costs being accurate we suggest
that they be tied in completely as outlined with the general accounting scheme.
This is only good practice.
You will find throughout this manual that we have gone into some
things in more or less detail, such as the explanation of the general ledger accounts, but from observations made at some of the operators' places, we feel
this to be necessary, as some of them do not even have good accounting plans
worked out.
It is not to be assumed that this entire manual is to be taken word for
word as written. It will not be necessary, for instance, to adopt all the new
forms if you already have forms which answer the purpose and you feel can be
fitted in with the new plan of costs. The chief thing to remember is that in
an Association of this kind, it is very essential that all members be operating
more or less on the same basic plan of costs, otherwise one operator's results is
not comparable with the rest of the trade and the effect of good association
work is lost. So if some of the things seem a little complicated and unnecessary to some of the members, we would suggest that they be given careful consideration before it is decided not to use them because of this loss of comparison with the rest of the Association.
As all members have some sort of bookkeeping schemes in at present,
and also as most of them have bookkeepers taking care of these accounts, this
cost system should not be hard to install.
We wish to call your attention to the three supplements in the back of
the manual covering the explanation of the forms, general ledger accounts and
order handling routine.
In supplement No. 1 on the forms, you will find a good many of them
marked "optional." These may or may not be used as desired by the individual
operator. They are not absolutely essential to the carrying on of the cost
plan. They are given merely as suggestions.

In supplement No. 3, an order handling procedure is given which may
or may not be used as the individual operator sees fit. This likewise is given
as a suggestion.
We wish to thank the members of the Association for their very kind
co-operation and the manner in which they received us, also your Cost Committee who have helped us a great deal in giving us their ideas as to what results
the cost system should give.
We wish the Wholesale Opticians every success and we are always ready
to answer any questions regarding the details of this plan or to assist you in
any way possible.
Yours very truly,
C. E. KNOEPPEL & CO., Inc.
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WHAT GENERAL ACCOUNTING IS
Definition of Bookkeeping.
When a firm has a system of records which shows such figures as cash
on hand, value of machinery used in the business, amount due from customers,
and similar items, it is said to have a system of "Bookkeeping."
Definition of Accounting.
When this system of bookkeeping is elaborated to account for expenses
and expenditures according to the kind of benefit derived therefrom and to show
the profits and losses of the business during a period, the firm is said to use a
system of "Accounting."
Differences in Methods.
Thus the distinction between bookkeeping and accounting can be seen.
Accounting tells what became of the money spent for the expenses incurred in
the course of the business, and where profits and losses occurred, while bookkeeping does not tell. Bookkeeping can be carried on with a few miscellaneous
books or records which are not laid out in a very systematic or orderly manner.
To practice accounting requires that these books or records be given
certain definite purposes, that they be more complete, that they must be kept
in a more systematic and orderly way than in bookkeeping. In spite of the
added results to be obtained, an accounting system seldom requires any more
time to operate than a system of bookkeeping because the more complete system saves confusion.
What "Books of Account" Are.
The books of account are divided into two classes: books of "original
entry" and "ledgers." Good accounting demands that a record be made of
each financial transaction when it occurs. The book in which this entry is made
is a book of "original entry." Once a month, these entries are posted to records called "accounts." A number of these accounts grouped together in one
book is a ledger.
Definition of "Double Entry."
Accounting practice recognizes the rule that for everything of value given
up, something must be received of equal value. Hence, to every transaction
there is an equal but opposite "debit" and "credit"—that is, some account has
"received" value equal to what another account has "given up," respectively.
To record this properly, the transaction is recorded in a book of original entry
to tell what account or accounts are to be debited and with what amount or
amounts, and what account or accounts are to be credited and with what
amount or amounts. This method is known as "double entry," that is, for
every debit there is a corresponding credit.
The Arrangement of the Books of Account.
To make easy the distinction between the debits and credits, books are
designed with a debit and a credit side. Accounting practice has established
that the left side of all accounting records shall be the debit side, and the right
side is the credit side. However, convenience in posting demands that the order
be reversed in the cash receipts book.
I

The Three Classes of Accounts.
For ease in accounting, accounts are divided into three classes—assets,
liabilities, and profit and loss accounts. Asset accounts represent money or
things which can be converted into money. Assets are offset by the liability
accounts which represent amounts due to creditors, stockholders or other parties. Profit and loss accounts are used for memorandum purposes to determine
the profits and losses of the business. They represent operating incomes and
operating expenses such as "Prescription Sales Billed," "Merchandise Sales
Billed," "Cost of Prescription Sales," "Discount Given," "General Expense,"
and so on.
The Various Books of Original Entry.
Originally there was but one book of original entry called a journal.
When transactions of a similar nature became more numerous, it became practical to design special books to handle only that one class of transaction. Thus
there are now numerous kinds of books, of which the cash receipts book, the
cash disbursements book, the purchase journal, and the sales book, as well as
the general journal, are used in this system. The transactions entered in these
additional books of original entry are accordingly not recorded in the general
journal. From these books entries are made to the ledgers.
Summarizing, books of original entry are only mediums to get the transactions to the ledger. There are too many transactions in business to post
them directly to the ledger, so we use an intermediary step, and accumulate
them in the books of original entry.
The Various Ledgers.
The ledgers we will use are two in number: the general ledger and the
accounts receivable ledger.
Functions of Each Book of Account.
Each of the books of account has a particular function which is described in the following paragraphs. The detailed descriptions of each book are
printed with the sample forms in this report.
The General Ledger.
The general ledger is used for recording the various accounts reflecting
the whole financial condition of the business. It is the keystone book. It is
posted from the various books of original entry, and when the postings are up
to date and complete, shows the amount due to or from each account. There
will be two accounts in this ledger known as control accounts-—accounts receivable and accounts payable. This is because if an account were kept in
this ledger for each customer or for each creditor, the book would be very
voluminous in. size.
Accounts Receivable Ledger.
Convenience demands that an accounts receivable ledger be established
containing an account with each customer or every person owing the company
money. Practically all debit postings to this ledger are taken from the entries
in the sales books and the credit entries from the cash receipts book. The control account in the general ledger is the total of all the accounts and fluctuates
as the individual accounts. At the end of each month a proof or trial balance
of the ledger should be taken to ascertain that the control account in the general ledger is correct.
I
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Accounts Payable Ledger
Some firms maintain a ledger containing accounts with each creditor.
This is unnecessary if the bookkeeping is carefully done, as the total of the unpaid bills which have been entered in the purchase journal (if it is used) is the
total of the accounts payable. If the purchase journal is not used, then the
amount is the total of the unpaid bills themselves.
Cash Receipts Book.
Every receipt of cash is registered herein with the proper credit to the
account which has given up its value. Practically all receipts will be from customers whose accounts are to be credited with the total amount which they
pay, as represented either by cash, by discount allowed to them, or by some
miscellaneous credit.
Every item of cash received will be deposited in the bank and the deposit entered in the deposit column. Thus at the end of the month the total deposits should equal the total of the cash column. From this book, postings are
made to the accounts receivable ledger covering the receipts from customers as
shown in that column, and to the general ledger covering the entries is the deposit, and in the credit and debit miscellaneous columns.
Cash Disbursements Book.
All payments of any kind, except those made from the office petty cash
fund, (See Sec. V , Page 18), but including the amount with which petty cash
is reimbursed, will be paid by check. Every check drawn must be registered
herein to show for what the payment was made and the bank on which the
check was drawn. When the purchase journal is used, the fact of payment of
all bills which have been entered therein, is noted in that book.
Purchase Journal.
Unless a purchase invoice is being paid immediately upon approval, it
is entered in the Purchase Journal in order to show the amount due creditors
at all times. If it is paid at once, no entry is made in this book—only in the
Cash Disbursements Book. In the Purchase Journal entry, the account credited
is "Accounts Payable," while the accounts to be charged are shown as the corresponding debit. When the items entered herein are paid the fact of payment
is posted from the cash disbursements book.
Sales Books—Prescriptions and Merchandise.
There are two distinct and separate sales books—one covering prescription sales, and one covering merchandise sales. It is formed of the duplicate copies of the two kinds of invoices. From these books the accounts receivable ledgers are posted. At the end of each month, the column totals are
posted from this book to the general ledger accounts showing the amounts
billed, and so on.
General Journal.
This book is restricted to the few entries which cannot be conveniently
made through the other books of original entry, and to distribution and closing
entries made at the end of each accounting period as described in Section VI.
Statements.
The method by which the accountant reports to the management about
the financial condition of the business is by means of detailed tabulations of asI
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sets and liabilities, and of incomes and expenses. These reports or statements
are rendered monthly and are known as the "Balance Sheet" and the "Profit
and Loss Statements."
Balance Sheet.
The balance sheet is a final full tabulation of the assets and liabilities of
the business. In other words, it shows what the concern owns and what debts it
must pay from that.
Profit and Loss Statements.
The profit and loss statements present the profits and losses for the whole
business and its various departments the details of how these profits and losses
arise, and the costs of conducting the business. These tabulations are made up
of the incomes of the business and of its departments, and of the expenses necessary to obtain that income.

SECTION II
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WHAT COST ACCOUNTING IS
Purpose of Cost Accounting.
The purpose of cost accounting, a branch of general accounting, is to
provide detailed information as to the separate components of cost which have
entered into a product or into the expense of conducting a department.
Relation Between General Accounting and Cost Accounting.
General accounting shows merely the total profit or loss of the business
as a whole; cost accounting shows the profit or loss on each unit, whether the
unit be the job, the line of product or the operating department. It is "accounting for units" that differentiates cost accounting from general accounting. In an organization with a cost system, however, cost accounting and
general accounting are carried on side by side. A close relation exists between
general records and cost records. In fact, the two classes of records in a modern cost system are tied up or unified by means of the controlling accounts
and those accounts used for the analysis of incomes and expenses.
What General Accounting Will Show.
With a good system of general accounting, the operator can ascertain
at the close of each fiscal period, the amount of his total profit or loss. If the
books show a profit he may be satisfied, even though it is small. If, however,
a loss has been suffered, the books may not be in such detail as to enable him
to ascertain the cause or the way of preventing future losses. Furthermore, he
must know these things while the profits or losses are arising in order that he
may guide or control them before it is too late to prevent a loss or to increase
a profit.
What Cost Accounting Will Show.
Unless prices in the trade are rising, the remedy of increasing his selling
prices to increase his profit, is not open to him as he must meet the competition of fellow wholesalers. In order to determine whether or not he can continue to conduct his business profitably, he must have a system which will
show the costs and profits of his different departments. A general accounting
system will not do this. A cost system will. With a cost system the manufacturer can concentrate his efforts on manufacturing and selling the more profitable lines, and at the same time he will be able to reduce his cost through
the knowledge given by the detailed figures.
Exact and Detailed Figures Are Needed.
General figures may be misleading. A concern as a whole may be making satisfactory profits, yet one department may have to carry the losses of the
other. If a good system be installed, such conditions will be disclosed. To be
sure, that department may be maintained at a loss simply because of its advertising value or necessity. This should happen, however, with eyes open. Such
a policy can be controlled intelligently only when actual costs are known.
The Simplicity of Cost Accounting.
Is cost accounting complicated? No—it merely consists in recording
the various expenditures of the business in such a way as to furnish the total
cost of performing any activity of the business. This total when divided by the
number of units handled, gives the unit cost.
II
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This unit amount when compared is found to be either satisfactory or
unsatisfactory. By studying the different expenditures which made up the total,
the item or items causing an unsatisfactory unit cost can be picked out and controlled.
Advantages of a Cost System.
The other detailed advantages of a cost system are described in the following paragraphs:
Accurate Unit Cost.
One of the most important advantages of a good cost system is that it
shows accurate unit and total costs. A progressive manufacturer wants to
know the cost of his individual units of product Total costs alone do not
satisfy. Neither do average costs for the business as a whole. To illustrate—
is it more profitable to increase the stock of lenses, to have a larger
variety of surface curvatures, or to grind these surfaces as they are ordered by
customers? This can only be determined when the carrying charges are figured for carrying the additional stock and compared with the known cost of
grinding those surfaces ,as ordered. With exact costs, unprofitable practices of
manufacture can be eliminated.
Aids to Departments.
One advantage much too little appreciated is that a cost system aids
all divisions of an enterprise—production, selling and financial. Cost records
should not be regarded simply as post mortem data. One of the chief functions of the manager is prophesy and to plan. With cost figures the sales and
financial departments can reckon the possible future sales and financial requirements to operate the business profitably. To do this, information must be
timely in order that advantage be taken before it becomes too late.
An Example.
Thus, the live dealer in a period of business depression, even though
his business retains the same percentage of the total business of the trade, begins to reach out for new customers in order to be able to continue his shop at
a profit. Later when business in the trade increases, it would be a suicidal
policy for him not to plan some method of increased efficiency or increased
facilities in the shop by which he can continue to supply the wants of all his
customers.
If increased efficiency is to be attempted, the cost figures show where
and to what extent the efficiency can be gained. If increased facilities are to
be installed, the increase in stock or machinery will need financing. If wages
and salaries are to be reduced, or are to be raised, the effect on the costs will
be known in advance.
Eliminating the Waste of Idleness.
Idleness of equipment or employees is a waste of profit-making time and
capacity which can never be salvaged. Figures of the business must be presented which will enable this waste to be eliminated by the cutting of forces,
or by the utilization of those forces toward the production of products in advance, such as the grinding of Kryptoks or of curvatures for which manufacturers charge higher prices than for the blanks from which they may be
ground.
IT
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Using Costs to Set Selling Prices and Profits.
It is impossible to fix intelligently the selling prices of products unless
costs are known. It is no longer adequate to add a straight percentage of profit to the supposed cost of the product. The advanced conception of modern
management is that what is sold in a producing or trading business is time,
namely, the time of machinery and equipment and the time of employees. The
profit received from the use of this profit-making capacity must be at least
equal to the interest which can be secured from an outside investment. In addition, there should be a return for the risk in business.
It would seem fair to charge higher for the products which require the
greatest amount of time components, considering of course the costs thereof
and assuming that the use of time is economical, and to charge higher for work
of a complex nature than for work which is simple. For the illustration of this,
see Section VII, where cost of individual order is shown.
What a Standard Cost Is.
The costs used as a basis in fixing selling prices should be standard costs
of normal production and not abnormally high costs or abnormally low costs.
Standard costs occur when the plant is running from 80 to 90 per cent. of its
possible capacity. If the plant is running full capacity, production should be
above normal and costs below normal providing the concern is operating under
the law of decreasing costs or increasing profits.
Selling prices based on such costs may be inadequate to cover the costs
when production slumps. On the other hand, if selling prices are established
when production is below normal and the costs above normal, they may be
above the competitive prices. As a result only a small volume of orders may
be secured. An average cost over a period of time when the business is operating at normal should be used for basing a fair selling price. .This will enable a
fair profit to be secured which will aid to tide over the period of depression.

AN AID TO PREPARING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND TAX REPORTS.
Why a Cost System is Required.
Without a cost system which will tell the amount of material which has
been taken from the inventory and used by the business, it is impossible to prepare a statement showing the financial condition or the profit and loss of the
business without taking a physical inventory, for otherwise, all the figures required are not known and the changes in the financial status of the business
cannot be determined.
Statements Aid in Obtaining Credit
Financial statements also have a credit value in that creditors and banks
will extend more credit when the financial statements show the business to be
in a healthy condition and to be earning a profit commensurate with the capital
invested. Without these statements, a party extending credit is doing so blindly by relying upon verbal statements of the management, which while accurate
to the best of belief, are actually a long way from being accurate and at the
best, are doubtful.
The data in financial statements is also used in preparing tax returns.
If the amount of taxes to be paid is to be neither too small nor too great, costs
II
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must be known. A cost system must recognize this use in its development.
What the Comparison of Results Gives.
With accurate and detailed costs and profit and loss statements it is possible to make comparisons on many different bases for different purposes of the
costs and profits of the business, its sub-divisions, its products and its departments. By means of these details, it is possible to control every element of cost
and expense.
In fact, when once determined, the satisfactory or standard cost and expense can be used for making up estimates of incomes and expenses of all kinds
for planning the next year's expenditures. These then can be compared with
the actual incomes and expenses.
Policies Should Be Based on Accurate Facts.
After comparisons can be made, future policies can be decided upon with
more assurance because they are based upon accurate information. These
policies may bet such as to lower prices, if necessary, to meet competition or to
obtain more business in order to decrease the unit cost per year of conducting
the business, or to obtain a more efficient employee in place of a present one
even though the more efficient one must be paid a higher salary, or to install
a more modern machine in place of a present one.
The possibilities are unlimited—but how can all of them be determined
or, even knowing the possibilities without the cost system, how can anyone
safely take the action necessary without accurate data backing up the judgment?

11
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OUTLINE OF THE COST ACCOUNTING PLANS
The "Minimum Necessity' for the Small Operator.
The difficulty in working up a uniform cost plan for the Association is
to secure a plan representing the "Minimum Necessity" which the small member will find it possible to install in his business with the limited amount
of technical accounting ability in his clerical force and with out saddling his
business with great expense and detail.
The Enlargement for the Large Operator.
Yet this plan must be such that it may be enlarged for the large operator,
because when the cost figures for both the small and the large operators are
compiled, they must be comparable to be of service in the interchange of information. To be comparable, the cost figures must be based upon similar
classifications and prorations of expenditures and upon a common unit. Accordingly the uniform plan is based upon this Minimum Necessity required by
the small operator. This plan is then increased and modified by the larger
members and by any small operator so desiring—according to what elaborations he wants in his organization and its methods.
Statements Show Incomes and Expenses.
Briefly, the profits of a business are found by substracting the expenses from the income. Any adequate cost system must show what became of
the income and what was secured for the expenditures during the year. The
purpose of the Profit and Loss Statements and the Departmental Expense
Statements is to show these figures. When reading this section of the system,
the reader should study Forms 12-17 inclusive.
Relation to the General Ledger Accounts.
In compiling these figures, only a few accounts are needed in the general ledger, providing entries to the accounts are carefully made in such a way
that the explanation entered in the ledger clearly explains for what purpose the
expenditure was made. These explanations are the names of the various items
listed in the monthly financial statements. At the end of the period, when
ready to make up these statements, the items of each kind of expenditure can
be picked off and totaled for entry on the proper statement.
Dividing the Business Into Departments.
Every operator should divide his business into three parts—Prescription Department, Merchandise Department, and a General Department facilitating and recording the work of the other two.

GENERAL DEPARTMENT EXPENSE STATEMENT
(Form 16)
What the General Department Includes.
The General Department Expense of the business is defined as all expense not conveniently chargeable direct to either the Prescription Department or the Merchandise Department. This includes all salaries and expenses
connected with administrative officers, messengers, bookkeepers, stenographers, clerks picking out lenses and material for orders, and so on. Some large
operators divide their organizations in such a way that certain of the aforemenIII
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tioned employees are an immediate part of the Prescription or Merchandise Departments. This does not alter the plan inasmuch as in this latter case those
salaries and expenses will be included as a direct part of the proper department instead of the General Expense.
Distribution of General Expense.
The total General Expense is distributable to the Prescription and the
Merchandise Departments according to the proportion of Sales Value in each
department.
The General Department Expense Statement (Form 16) shows how
to present all these figures.

PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT (Form 14)
The Prescription Department profit or loss is found by substracting the
total of the classified prescription department expenses from the net sales. This
is shown by the statement and by the chart. What is included in each class of
expense is explained in the following paragraphs.
Basic Plan for Prescription Costs.
The cost plan for the Prescription Department is based upon securing
a monthly average cost of performing the chief operations done on any prescription order. This is easily done by the peculiar shop organization throughout the trade. More details appear at the end of this section.
Shop Departmental Costs.
Every optician divides his shop into departments. The small shop has
a Surface Department, an Edging Department, and a Miscellaneous Department. Large operators split up these three departments according to operations, making as many departments as they see fit—sometimes a department for
every operation. Accordingly, then their Prescription Department Profit and
Loss statement (Form 14) will show more departments than these three.
Securing the Unit Cost.
The salaries and expenses incidental to each department or operation
are accumulated separately and divided by the total number of units of work
passed through that department during the month to secure the average unit cost
of doing that operation. What units to use for each operation will be explained in a later section.
Miscellaneous Shop Expense.
In addition to these departmental expenses, there are certain miscellaneous shop expenses, such as Power and the foreman's salary. These expenses
are accumulated as Miscellaneous Shop Expense and divided by the total number
of orders to secure the average cost per order.
Securing the Cost of Material Used.
The cost of the material used is found by costing the material used at
the current cost price. This is easily done by entering the cost of material
used on backs of the prescription blanks and then summarizing these.
III
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Analyzing Rejections and Breakages.
All rejections and breakages will be recorded and analyzed according to
the kind of lens. The monthly totals will be costed to find the total loss. The
amounts will then be classed as Kryptoks, Ultex and so forth, and divided by
the total number of orders of that class. This supplies a figure which is to be
added to the strict average cost as a premium for handling that kind of an
order.
Listing the Material Loss on Rejections.
Only the cost of the material lost or not returnable to the manufacturer,
is listed as the rejection loss on the Prescription Department Profit and Loss
Statement, because the labor lost is included in the departmental figures.
Distributing Selling Expense.
The Selling Expense, consisting of salesmen's salaries, traveling, advertising, catalogs, price lists, circulars, etc., is distributable to the Prescription and
Merchandise Departments on the basis of total Sales Value in each department.
Proportion of General Expense.
In the discussion above, the proportion of general expense applicable to
the Prescription Department was discussed. This is a part of the Prescription
Department Cost of Sales.
Proportion of Reserve for Bad Debts.
Naturally, not all sales will be collected from customers as some are not
responsible. A certain percentage of the total gross sales amount should be
set aside each month to provide a fund for covering these losses. This fund is
known as the Reserve for Bad Debts. The percentage should be estimated on
the basis of the previous year's experience.

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT (Form 15)
Proportion of Merchandise Selling Expense.
Distribute on basis of Sales Value in each department. (See further
description above, under Selling Expense Prescription Department).
Miscellaneous Merchandise Expense.
Any miscellaneous items of expense, used by this department only,
should next be entered on the statement. This total can be itemized, if desired, like the Selling Expense.
Material.
The material cost is the second item on the merchandise profit and loss
statement. This is secured by entering the material used cost on the margin of
the duplicate sales sheet, and getting the monthly total here.
Proportion of General Expense.
The proportion of general expense applicable to this department is taken
from the General Expense Statement and entered as the next item on this department's statement.
Proportion of Reserve for Bad Debts.
Reserve for Bad Debts furnishes the last item of the Merchandise DeIII
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partment Sales Cost. This item is figured on the same basis as for the Prescription Department.
The Details of the System are Explained Later.
The above plan comprises the leading points of the "Minimum Necessity." The sources of information and the details of how each figure will be
compiled and proportioned are more fully explained later. The "Minimum
Necessity" plan differs from the plan for the large operators only in that the
large operators divide up their expenses in greater detail, as described in Section VIII.
Costs and Prices.
These cost figures are used for compiling the shop order costs as described in the following paragraphs. Costs must be known because after the
desired profit is added to the cost, an equitable selling price can be set.
Prescription Order Costs.
Prescription costs can be compiled by totaling the operation costs for
those operations through which each specific kind of order passes, the per order
proportion of miscellaneous shop expense, the per order proportion of general
expense, the per order proportion of the reserve for bad debts, the per order
proportion of the selling expense, and the material cost secured from current
cost lists. Then add the desired profit and the proper sales price can be set.
Merchandise Costs.
The total Merchandise Department expense should be reckoned as a percentage of the cost of the merchandise sold. The amount represented by this
percentage of the material cost plus the material cost furnishes a minimum
figure which must be secured before any profit can be made on the sale of any
specific piece of merchandise.
Definition of Prescription and Merchandise Items.
For the sake of accuracy, care must be used to avoid billing, as Prescriptions, items that belong in Merchandise Sales.
Merchandise orders for small quantities or single items should not be regarded as Prescriptions.
A safe rule to follow is not to classify an item as a Prescription unless
a shop operation is required, otherwise, the charge belongs in the Merchandise
Department.
Retail Sales.
Those concerns doing any retail business should separate this department
from the rest of the business. An account "Retail Sales" should be opened in
the general ledger to which credit all sales at retail. Charge this account at the
same selling prices as the wholesale business would get elsewhere, the same as
from any wholesale customer. The balance of the "Retail Sales" account at
the end of a period will be included under "Other Sales" in the General Profit
and Loss Statement (Form 13). In this way the true profits can be kept
separate.
The reader next should read Section IX, "Installing the System," in
order to obtain an advance knowledge of the successive steps to be taken at
that time. What is said about installing the details, should be kept in mind
when reading how these details are carried on after installations.
Ill
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GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS
Adding or Eliminating Accounts.
The schedule of general ledger accounts on the following pages is such
as would be required to reflect the results of the average operator using the
"Minimum Necessity" plan. If needed, the operator should add any additional
accounts to represent classes of transactions special to his business. Operators
desiring to use the more detailed plan require more accounts as specified in
Section VIII.
Explaining The Accounts.
Obviously, every operator will not need every account listed below—for
instance, only those owning real estate used in the business need the Real
Estate asset account. If there is no need for this account, the Mortgage Payable, the Reserve for Depreciation of Building, the Income from Real Estate,
and the Outlay on Real Estate accounts could not be used. If you have no
"Goodwill Account" at present, it cannot be opened now.
While these accounts are suggested for the "Minimum Necessity" plan,
each operator can use his own judgment as to setting them up. This applies to
the "Asset and Liability" Accounts, as the "Operating Expense Accounts" are all
necessary.
Sequence of the Accounts.
The accounts are so arranged in the sequence required for convenient
compilation of the balance sheet and profit and loss statements. For convenience in explanation and in cross-reference, they are numbered. These numbers may also be used in posting.
The groups of accounts are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Current assets.
Inventory assets.
Plant assets.
Deferred assets.
Intangible assets.
Current liabilities.
Fixed liabilities.
Reserves.
Capital liabilities.
Surplus and profit and loss accounts.
Financial profit and loss accounts.
Operating income accounts.
Operating expense accounts.

14. Sundry general ledger accounts.
The Detailed Accounts.
The following detailed accounts are suggested for these groups:
1—Current Assets:
1—Cash in bank (an account for each bank).
2—Petty cash.
IV
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3—Notes receivable.
4— Accounts receivable.
5—Bonds and other investments.
2—Inventory Assets:
1—Inventory.
3—Plant Assets:
1—Furniture and fixtures.
2— Machinery and equipment.
3— Real Estate and buildings.
4—Deferred Assets:
1—Unexpired insurance.
2—Unexpired taxes.
3—Prepaid interest.
5—Intangible Assets:
1—Good will.
6— Current Liabilities:
1—Notes payable.
2—Accounts payable.
3—Accrued payroll.
4—Accrued taxes.
5—Accrued commission.
6—Accrued interest.
7— Fixed Liabilities
1—Bonds payable.
2— Mortgages payable.
8— Reserves:
1— Reserve
2— Reserve
3—Reserve
4—Reserve

for
for
for
for

depreciation on furniture and fixtures.
depreciation on machinery and equipment.
depreciation on buildings.
bad debts.

9.—Capital Liabilities:
1—Capital stock—preferred.
2—Capital stock—common.
10— Surplus and Profit and Loss Accounts:
1—Surplus.
2—Profit and Loss.
(Charge federal taxes, dividends, etc., direct to surplus).
11— Financial Profit and Loss Accounts:
1—Interest received.
2— Discount taken.
3— Income from real estate.
IV
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4—Interest paid.
5—Discount given.
6—Outlay on real estate.
12—Operating Income Accounts:
1— Prescription sales billed.
2—Merchandise sales billed.
13— Operating Expense Accounts:
1—General expense.
2—Selling expense.
3—Outward transportation and insurance on prescription sales.
4—Surface grinding cost.
5—Edging cost.
6—Mounting, bending and repairing cost.
7—Micellaneous shop expense.
8—Material loss on defective prescription work.
9—Prescription proportion of selling expense.
10—Prescription bad debts allowance.
11—Prescription material used cost.
12—Prescription proportion of general expense.
13—Outward transportation and insurance on merchandise sales.
14—Merchandise proportion of selling expense.
15—Miscellaneous merchandise expense.
16—Merchandise bad debts allowance.
17—Merchandise material used cost.
18—Merchandise proportion of general expense.
14—Sundry General Ledger Accounts:
The detailed description of possible debits and credits to the above accounts will be found in Supplement II.
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SECTION V

DETAILS—EXPENSE, MATERIAL AND LABOR
ROUTINES
The Elements of Cost.
Costs are made up of three elements—expense or overhead, material,
and labor. Speaking broadly, all these elements of costs are expenditures, the
difference between them being in the kind of thing purchased.
Classification of Expenditures.
On a different basis expenditures are divided into two classes, according to whether they can be or cannot be charged direct to cost or expense accounts at the time the expenditure is made. Those which for any reason cannot
be charged direct, must be charged to some general ledger account described
in Section IV and then distributed to the expense accounts by journal entry.
This class includes the expenditures for labor, material, insurance,;taxes and
other similar items.
Purpose of This Section.
The purpose of this and of the next section is to detail the methods of
accumulating the cost figures outlined in Section III. This involves properly
distributing every expenditure as soon as it arises, whether it is for lenses,
other materials, labor, stationery and printing, rent, or any other miscellaneous
item. In Section II the various books of account have been described. All expenditures are recorded in those books of original entry—journal, cash books
and sales books—prior to being posted to the ledgers.
Every Expenditure is Recorded in Detail.
Safe accounting practice demands that no expenditure be made unless
the record of it is explained in detail. This works out this way—there should
be a vendor's invoice for every payment of money, a bill for each sales book
entry, and so on. This paper should be carefully checked and approved by
some responsible party before being passed for entry.
Making The Distribution.
Regardless of how made, the work of analyzing any expenditure to
show the amount and the general ledger account to be charged is known as
"distributing the charge." This distribution is always noted on the working
paper whether a petty cash summary, an invoice, a summary of time cards, or
other paper. These distributions are then permanently and orderly recorded in
one of the books of original entry.
What Expense Accounting Includes.
Expense accounting deals with those disbursements which contribute to
and are necessary in connection with the production of salable merchandise
but which are not apparent or directly traceable in the finished product; includes labor performed not directly traceable on the finished articles; includes
expense materials consumed in the processes of production; includes all expenditures for maintenance of property, buildings and equipment; also small tools
and supplies, insurance, taxes, depreciation, power, heat and light.
Interrelation of Expense, Material and Labor Accounting.
However, the routine of recording these transactions to a certain extent
is mixed with and into the routines connected with materials and labor. Hence
V
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in describing the details, it is impossible to draw a clean line between the explanations of the routines in connection with the three elements of cost. If
what was stated above as being expense is kept in mind, no difficulty will be
experienced in picking out references to expense items in the discussion of the
Material and the Labor Routines.
Charge Expense Direct to Operating Departments, if Possible.
In distributing all expenditures, every expense, if possible, should be
charged directly to one of the prescription or merchandise department accounts.
Certain expenditures must be distributed to several different accounts. Some
fair basis can be found as representing the actual benefit received by each department. Light may be distributed according to wattage of the lamps used;
power, by horsepower of motors.
The Basis For Making the Distributions.
In most apportionments, a definite basis for distributing the expense can
be determined, and this apportionment, when once established, can be used for
each period. For instance, in distributing rent, the floor space should be used.
It is probable that the floor space occupied by the surface and the general departments will not change from month to month. Therefore, once established,
the apportionment basis remains constant.
Rent For Space Owned By Business.
Inasmuch as it is one purpose of this uniform system to compile costs
for various operators which can be compared, any operator owning the building
in which he is located should charge the business with a rental equivalent to
what would be paid to an outsider should it have been necessary to have rented the space. This amount will be credited to the "income from real estate"
account, (See Journal Entry No. 9), and "outlay on real estate" will be charged
with any items which the lessor of the property would have stood, such as depreciation, and taxes on the real estate, and so on.
Handling Miscellaneous Disbursements.
The above routines
expenditures will be made.
penditures such as an item
bit some expense account.
they arise.

explain the methods in which all disbursements of
However, from time to time some miscellaneous exto be entered in the cash receipts register might deThe bookkeeper should be able to handle these as

When Distributions Cannot Be Made Direct to Operating Departments.
Where impossible to charge the expense direct to a department, the general expense account or one of the other general ledger accounts such as a prepaid expense account (as "prepaid insurance,") is to be used. These accounts
will later be distributed by journal entry to one of the two operating accounts
on an equitable basis.
Handling Expenditures Other Than Expense.
While the above paragraphs particularly discuss distributions of an expense nature, the expenditures for material and lenses and for plant and other
assets are handled alike in all the books of account. Inward transportation
should be charged to General Expense to avoid a complicated routine.
V
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Petty Cash Fund Routine.
It has been stated that all payments of cash are made by check. There
will be a large number of petty expenditures to be made for minor office supplies, postage, and similar expenses. For this purpose, a fund should be established known as the "petty cash fund" for making these expenditures.
How To Start The Fund.
Petty Cash fund transactions are handled in this way: A check for a
certain amount should be drawn, entered in the cash disbursements book as explained later, charging "Petty Cash Fund" of the general ledger accounts. The
check is cashed and the money placed in a drawer where it cannot become confused with any other cash.
Making Payments.
As these minor expenses occur, the money to pay for them is taken
from the drawer but is replaced by a receipt O. K.'d by the proper person and
signed by the party receiving the money. Thus, at all times, money and receipts are in this drawer to equal the petty cash fund amount. This should be
proven daily.
Reimbursing Petty Cash.
When necessary to replenish the amount of cash, and always at the end
of the month, remove the current paid receipts, and write up a summary of the
amounts and the purpose of the expenditures. Securely bind this summary to
the receipts. This makes a memorandum to be handled like an invoice in preparation of drawing a check for the amount to reimburse the cash drawer.
Recording Expenditures.
This summary of petty cash transactions, is then handled like other records of expenditures such as vendor's invoices covering purchases of lenses and
other materials, of rouge and emery used by the surface grinding department,
for maintenance of buildings and equipment, as well as for small tools, taxes,
power, and light; and such as requests arising within the organization for
checks for pay roll and other purposes.
Where the Expenditure is Recorded.
The book of original entry in which the expenditures are recorded depends upon the nature of the transaction. If no cash is to change hands, the
general journal records it. The routine journal entries are described in the
next section. Practically all expenditures are recorded in the cash disbursements book, except where the Purchase Journal is used, as the checks paying
them are recorded herein. However, from time to time, other miscellaneous
transactions will arise in connection with the other books of entry, but the bookkeeper should be able to handle these.
Recording Expenditures.
When the check is drawn to pay expenditure, an entry is made in the
cash disbursements book showing the transaction. The entries in this book
take the place of the check stub record which is not a good accounting method
of keeping track of expenditures. The checks are drawn immediately for
some expenditures, such as for petty cash reimbursements or for pay roll, and
these are entered at once. The other expenditures not paid at once are placed
in the "unpaid bill" file until the end of the month, when all unpaid bills not
V
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recorded at the end of the previous month, are recorded by journal entry No. 1,
unless a purchase journal is used.
Using The Purchase Journal.
When a purchase journal is used in the accounting system, transactions
not paid immediately are entered therein immediately after approval, charging
the proper account and crediting "accounts payable." It is recommended that
this book be omitted in the minimum necessity plan, because a small business
does not need as much information from day to day regarding the accounts
payable. It is ample for them to know this at the end of each month.
Journalizing The Unpaid Bills.
Thus their invoices are not recorded until such time as they are paid,
except that, at the end of each month before the books are closed, all unpaid
and unrecorded bills should be journalized, charging the proper accounts and
crediting "accounts payable." When these bills are paid, the transaction, like
an invoice paid immediately upon approval, is entered in the cash disbursements
book, but in this case, cash is credited and "accounts payable" is charged.
The books of entry are self-explanatory as to in what columns these entries should be made. In the debit columns are entered the amounts and the
names of the accounts to be charged with the amount expended. In the credit
side, enter the corresponding entries. Postings in the general ledger to the accounts charged are made at the end of the month. Particular care must be
taken in posting the ledger to make certain that the explanations of the amounts
posted agree with the proper term listed on the profit and loss statements, for
the statements are made up by picking out the appropriate amounts from the
general ledger accounts.
What "Material" Includes.
"Material" as used in this description, means everything purchased to
be resold or to be manufactured into a completed product. Material is ordered
from a manufacturer or other source of supply from whom the invoice is received, and distributed to "inventory" as described in the preceding paragraphs.
Thus all incoming material is charged to the inventory account.
Pricing the Material Used for Orders.
Through the month, as material has been sold, the billing clerk notes the
material cost as shown by current price lists, upon the sales book sheet of the
combination invoice and sales book, Forms 1 and 2, as described in Supplement III. In the case of prescriptions, the materials used are entered on the
back of the prescriptions and a daily summary made therefrom. Day by day
the totals of the sheets are added and carried forward. At the end of the
month, we have a grand total at the current cost of all material resold by the
merchandise department, and of all material used by the prescription department as shown by Prescription Blanks.
Materials Used for Replacing Rejections.
In addition to these amounts for material used for orders, other material
is used to replace breakages and spoilages. Whenever such happens the clerk
will note the new material given out on the back of the Prescription Blank.
This information must also be posted to the "Breakage Record" Form 6.
V
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The Material Journal Entry.
The amounts of material used for prescriptions and orders are then
credited to inventory and charged to "Material Used for Prescription Orders"
and "Material Used for Merchandise Orders," using Journal Entry No. 3. The
amount chargeable to "Material loss on defective prescription work" comes
from the monthly summary of the "Breakage Records," Form 6.
Actual Cost vs. Current Cost.
The accountant of the business should recognize the failure of this
method of costing, to fulfill one accounting principle, namely, that everything
which is charged to an account should be credited when used at the same value.
The charging of inventory at cost price for all material received and crediting it
at the current cost price when used is the violation, as the current cost price
may or may not be the actual cost price.
The Annual Inventory.
This method is recommended for the purpose of simplicity, but the manager must recognize that the check-up on the balance of the account as shown
by the annual inventory, will show surplus or deficiency according to whether
the cost at inventory time is above or below actual cost price. An inventory
should be taken every year. This is the best business practice whether there
is a cost system or not.
Advantages of the Current Cost Method.
However, the method has other advantages besides simplicity. It shows
the buyer whether he is a good judge of the market price tendencies and it
gives a cost based on current price conditions which after all is what the manager needs for forming his judgments of selling prices.
Payroll Compilation.
Labor accounting has two elements: Payroll compilation and labor
distribution. Payroll compilation is comparatively simple if the time has been
correctly reported and recorded.
Payroll compilation is merely the periodic
summarization of the wages earned by each employee during that period,
whether weekly or monthly.
Labor Distribution.
Labor distribution is the correct apportionment of wages against departmental and miscellaneous expense accounts. The chief difficulty is caused
by inaccurate reporting of time by the employees. As many safeguards as
possible should be adopted to insure the correct reporting of time.
Labor Accounting Forms.
The labor forms required for cost keeping are (1) weekly time card
and (2) payroll book.
Weekly Time Card.
(1) The weekly time cards, Form 4, are used to report the time spent
by employees on the various kinds of work performed, so that the wages and
salaries earned may be distributed to the proper expense or cost account. There
is one time card for each employee per week. The data the time card should
report, is clearly shown by it. (This card is not to be confused with any time
clock card.)
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The Operation Symbols.
A regular place should be provided in the shop where each employee
may keep his card so that it will not become lost or destroyed. At this place
there should be posted a memorandum showing numbers or code to represent
the various operations performed. It is recommended that these be chosen by
the management in this way: S for surface grinding, (SR for surface roughing, SF for surface fining, SP for polishing), E for edging, (EH for hand edging,) and so on. Of course in the plan for the small shop, S is used exclusively
for all surface work, as it is unnecessary to know how much time is spent on
the various surfacing operations.
Using the Time Cards in the Office.
At the end of each week and of each month, the cards are forwarded
to the bookkeeper or payroll clerk for rating and extending to secure the time
and money spent on each operation. This is then summarized and entries made
in the spaces at the bottom of the card. At the end of the month a grand summary is made up from the summaries at the bottom of the weekly cards showing
the total amount of payroll chargeable to the various expense and cost accounts.
These figures make up Journal Entry No. 2 described in Section V I .
When Time Cards May Be Omitted.
It is not strictly necessary for every employee to have a time card. Each
one whose work may vary must have one while those who, like stock clerks,
never change their work, may omit the card. An entry should be made in the
payroll book to show what they do. In making up the monthly summary of
labor earned, the earnings of these employees not using time cards, must be included if they are not included in the payroll book because this summary distribution must equal the total payroll.
The Proprietor's Salary.
While employees are mentioned, the proprietor of the business is included. He should be on the payroll at a regular salary, at least, equal to
what he could earn by working for someone else. In this way, the business is
made to stand upon its own feet—profits and loss come from business transactions and are not simply the reflection of the proprietor's salary.
Posting The Payroll Book.
(2) The payroll book should be posted at the end of each payroll
period to show the total earnings of each employee during that period. From
this record, they will be paid. It is posted from the time cards for employees
using them, and from other reliable sources for other employees. The payroll
check is drawn for the amount and charged through the cash disbursements
book to "accrued payroll" which account is credited by the payroll journal
entry described above.
The payroll week which straddles two months, must be split so as to
get the true monthly total.
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SECTION VI

JOURNAL ENTRIES
Sequence of the Journal Entries.
The following sequence of journalizing should be followed in order to
distribute the various details of the accumulation accounts into the cost of doing business in the various departments, and to properly reflect the financial
condition of the business on the general ledger:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(10
(12)
(13)
(14)

Purchase Invoices
Payroll
Materials
Liability Insurance
Taxes
Fire Insurance
Depreciation of Plant Assets
Outlay on Real Estate
Rent
Reserve for Bad Debts
General Expenses
Profit and Loss—Credit
Profit and Loss—Debit
Surplus

These Entries Are Illustrative.
The following tabulation illustrates the details of the journal entries required. In some concerns additional entries may be required, or more or less
accounts than illustrated will be needed. However, these entries will be sufficient for most concerns.
(1)

Purchase Invoices. This distribution is not handled through the general
journal if the purchase journal is used, as explained in the previous
section.

Purpose: To distribute to the accounts for the current month the charges of
unpaid and unentered purchase invoices.
Source:

The total amounts for each charge as shown by the accounting on
each of these unpaid and unentered invoices.

Debit:

General Expense
Selling Expense
Surface grinding cost
Edging cost
Mounting, bending and repairing cost
Miscellaneous shop expense
Miscellaneous merchandise expense
Outlay on real estate
Credit: Accounts payable
(2)

Payroll

Purpose:

To distribute labor charges earned during the current month, whether paid or not.
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Source: From the weekly time cards, the payroll clerk makes up a summary
of the amounts expended for labor benefiting the various accounts. Being made up from the same data, the summary of any period is equal
to and offsets in the accrued payroll account, the wages paid for the
same calendar period.
Debit: General expense
Selling expense
Surface grinding cost
Edging cost
Mounting, bending and repairing cost
Miscellaneous shop expense
Miscellaneous merchandise expense
Credit: Accrued payroll
(3) Materials
Purpose: To distribute the value of the material used during the current
month by the two departments of the business, and to establish the
total material used for rejections.
Source: Material used for prescription orders, from total of material charged
on back of prescription orders. The totals taken from the backs of the
prescription blanks, include the material given out to replace loss on
defective work and breakage. Hence, the amount for loss on defective work must be deducted from the prescription blank totals, before entering (Item 1) of the debits. This can best be done byfirstgetting the
total material used on prescriptions then deduct (Item 2) of the debits,
the net result being (Item 1). Material loss on defective prescription
work from monthly summation of Breakage Records, Form 6.
Material used for merchandise orders from monthly total of cost
columns of the Merchandise Sales Register representing material sold.
Debit:..1—Material used for prescription orders, less loss on defective work
and breakage.
2—Material loss on defective Prescription Work.
3—Material used for merchandise orders.
Credit: Inventory (Items 1, 2 and 3.)
(4) Liability Insurance
Purpose: To distribute pro-rata amount of liability insurance premiums for
the current month.
Source: This distribution is based on an estimated monthly amount sufficient
to absorb the yearly total of liability insurance premium. Proration is
based on the actual rate of premium paid on the wages for the class
of labor of those accounts.
Debit: General expense.
Miscellaneous shop expense.
Credit: Prepaid insurance.
(5) Taxes
Purpose: To distribute pro-rata amount of estimated taxes to current month.
Source: One-twelfth of the estimated amount of yearly taxes other than real
estate and federal taxes. The account chosen to be credited depends
upon whether the tax is being set up as an accrual or already has
been prepaid.
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Debit: General expense.
Credit: Prepaid taxes or accrued taxes.
(6) Fire Insurance.
Purpose: To distribute pro-rata amount of fire insurance premium to current
month.
Source: One-twelfth of the annual fire insurance premiums on assets other
than buildings.
Debit: General expense.
Credit: Prepaid insurance.
(7)

Depreciation of Plant Assets. It is often well to split this distribution into as many entries as there are accounts to be credited.
Purpose: To distribute to current month the pro-rata amount of annual
depreciation charge on plant assets other than buildings.
Source: One-twelfth of the annual depreciation charge distributed to the various departments based on the investment in each department.
Debit: General expense.
Miscellaneous shop expense.
Credit: Reserve for depreciation of furniture and fixtures.
Reserve for depreciation of machinery and equipment.
(8)

Outlay on Real Estate. If the optical business owns the building in
which it is located, journal entries (8) and (9) are used. Otherwise,
they are omitted. Entry (8) can be split into three.
Purpose: To distribute to the current month the pro-rata amount of these
charges on the real estate owned.
Source: One-twelfth of these annual charges on the real estate owned.
Note: If you sublet any space rented from an outsider for the business, the
income and expense connected with the sublease should be considered
and handled as a financial arrangement in a similar way to real estate
owned.
Debit: Outlay on real estate.
Credit: Prepaid insurance.
Prepaid taxes or accrued taxes.
Reserve for depreciation of buildings.
(9) Rent: Used only if business is owned and occupied.
Purpose: To distribute to the current month, the rental value of the space occupied.
Source: The monthly amount which would be paid to an outsider for the space
occupied if the building were not owned. This method of charging
rent in a building owned by the business is used because it is desired
to make the cost statistics for all businesses comparable.
Debit: General expense.
Miscellaneous shop expense.
Credit: Income from real estate.
(10)
Reserve for Bad Debts.
Purpose: To set up a reserve to provide for losses on credit extended to customers in the form of open accounts or notes.
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Source:

A certain per cent of the total sales for each department is used for
this fund. This amount must be adequate to cover all probable losses
during the period. As losses are incurred, this reserve account is
charged, and accounts receivable credited.
Debit: Prescription bad debts allowance.
Merchandise bad debts allowance.
Credit: Reserve for bad debts.
(11)
General Expenses.
Purpose: To distribute pro-rata the total general expense for current month.
Source: Total general expense is distributed according to the proportion of
Sales Value in each department.
Debit: Prescription proportion of general expense.
Merchandise proportion of general expense.
Credit: General expense.
(12)
Selling Expense.
Purpose: To distribute pro-rata the selling expense for current month.
Source: Total selling expense is distributed according to the proportion of
Sales Value in each department.
Debit: Prescription proportion of selling expense.
Merchandise proportion of selling expense.
Credit: Selling expense.
(13)
Profit and Loss—Credit
Purpose: To close out the profit and loss accounts having credit balances.
Source: The total balances in these accounts.
Debit: Prescription sales billed.
Merchandise sales billed.
Discount taken.
Interest received.
Income from real estate.
Credit: Profit and loss.
(14)
Profit and Loss—Debit.
Purpose: To close out the profit and loss accounts having debit balances.
Source: The total balances in these accounts.
Debit: Profit and loss.
Credit: Outward transportation and insurance on prescription sales.
Surface grinding cost.
Edging cost.
Mounting, bending and repairing cost.
Miscellaneous shop expense.
Material loss on defective prescription work.
Prescription proportion of selling expense.
Prescription bad debts allowance.
Prescription material used cost.
Prescription proportion of general expense.
Outward transportation and insurance on merchandise sales.
Merchandise proportion of selling expense.
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Miscellaneous merchandise expense.
Merchandise bad debts allowance.
Merchandise material used cost.
Merchandise proportion of general expense.
Discount given.
Interest paid.
Outlay on real estate.
(15) Surplus.
Purpose: To close out profit and loss.
Source: The balance in the profit and loss account which hereby becomes a
part of surplus.
Debit: Profit and loss.
Credit: Surplus.
When these entries are completed, all details are finished for compiling
the financial statements—the final stage in the monthly accounting work.
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COST COMPILATION AND COST STATEMENTS
What the Compilation of Costs Involves.
The compilation of costs occurs at the end of each month. Compilation
involves:
1—The compiling of the monthly rejection analysis which gives the total
loss on all rejections by periods, by workers, and departments and by
class of products.
2— The compiling of the monthly expense and profit and loss statements
of the various departments which gives a complete analysis of all cost
factors for checking up on the increase and decrease of the costs
and the expense per unit of production or of sale, and
3— The compiling of costs for particular kinds of orders by summarizing
the unit costs from the statements applying to that class of order.
Breakage Record.
The Breakage Record, Form 6, is kept by the person giving out stock.
If a breakage occurs the worker brings or sends back the Prescription Blank,
and the new material is recorded on the back. From this, it is immediately entered by kind of lens on the Breakage Record opposite the worker's name.
One of these forms is good for two days.
A summary of these
forms (on which the "name column" can be used as dates of
month) will be kept for each month.
At the end of the month
the totals for each kind of lens can be drawn off, priced, and this
amount becomes the credit to the Inventory Account, and the charge to " M a terial loss on defective prescription work." This form is also used to get the
super-charge per lens for the various classes, for defective and breakage.
There is no attempt made to get other than the material loss on breakage, as
the labor is already taken care of.
The Analysis by Kinds of Lenses.
It is well known that the percentage of lenses lost, to the total number
of good lenses, is greater for some styles than others. Accordingly, classify
the rejections according to Kryptok, Ultex, etc., and Miscellaneous. Divide the
rejection reports into these groups, reckon the total material loss for the group.
Divide this total by the number of good surfaces for the group to obtain a
super-cost for handling that kind of lens.
Showing the Losses on the Statements.
In ordinary business practice, both labor and material loss is taken into
the shop overhead or burden, and is shown as a total on the statements. It is
impractical to include in the simple system needed in this industry both of these
items as overhead.
The llabor loss cannot easily be separated from the departmental labor
account to which it was charged originally, so as to show it on the profit and
loss statements as a separate item. Accordingly, it is included in the amount
for the labor of the various departments. However, the material loss is shown
as a separate and distinct item.
Cutting Down the Loss.
Operators will find that certain employees are more wasteful and inefficient than others. A large portion of these losses can be eliminated by proper
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discipline and by a friendly rivalry among the shop employees for the best record.
Compiling the Statements.
As soon as all the postings have been made from the various books of entry,
the compilation of the statements should be started. For the work, the general
ledger; the blank statements, forms 12-16, and the production, reports, are the
only tools needed. In this system, the prescription and. the merchandise profit
and loss statements, and the general expense statement, serve as cost sheets as
well, because the individual cost of performing each kind of work is found by
dividing the total cost for the month by the total number of units covered by
that cost.
Entering the Cost Figures.
Since the statements are already drawn up, compilation consists in obtaining the proper tota!s from the ledger and inserting them in the proper
spaces on the statements. For instance: in the general ledger account for "surface grinding cost," there may be four entries—rouge, emery, repairs, and
labor. The first three are totaled and the amount entered in the proper place
as "surface grinding expense." The labor amount is entered as "surface grinding labor.''
Entering the Production Figures.
When all the expenditures have been entered, the figures from the production and order reports are entered. These reports should be compiled daily
to show the total units for the month processed in the various shop departments,
the number of orders handled and so on. These quantities are then entered on
the statements in the proper place and the unit costs figured. This method of
costing, is known technically as the "operation" method. This completes these
statements.
Balance Sheet.
The balance sheet remains to he made up. This is easily done by taking off the proper figures for the assets and liabilities from the ledger.
The Shop Production Reports.
So far nothing has been said regarding how the various production reports are to be compiled for use in connection with the completed profit and
loss statements. There are numerous ways in which these can be secured. For,
instance, the number of orders processed by the shop and the orders handled
by the merchandise departments can be secured from the serial numbers of the
invoices.
Methods of Securing These Reports.
The number of surfaces ground can be tallied from the orders, or at the
time the blanks are blocked with pitch. This latter tally can be made by the
workman when performing the operation of blocking. If the figures are tallied
by the shop employees, a counter is recommended, which, when touched with
the finger each time a blank is blocked, will at the end of a day, or period,
furnish the whole number of surfaces blocked. The number of pairs of lenses
edged can be tallied by the edger or from the orders. This illustrates the varions methods which can be used. They are so numerous and there is so little
choice between them, that no recommendation as to the method of securing the
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figures will be made. Each operator can decide upon them for himself to suit
his own conditions. (Note: Some operators use a surface department order.
The number of surfaces ground can be tallied from it.)
Compiling R Costs and Selling Prices.
From the statements and the backs of prescription blanks, and the
summary of "Breakage Records," all items, of R unit costs are secured. For
determining the cost of any particular kind of prescription job, make up a
sheet which lists all the various kinds of cost or expense that could enter such
a job. To illustrate with a hypothetical case:
Surface Grinding cost, 4 surfaces at 25c. each
$1.00
Edging cost, 1 pair at 10c ....
. . . . . . . . . . . . .10
Mounting, Bending and Repairing expense, 1 order at 20c.... .20
Miscellaneous shop expense, 1 order at 30c
.30
General expense, 1 order at 30c
...
.30
Reserve for bad debts, 1 order at
1c..
.01
Material cost, 2 lens at 25c
50
1 frame at $1.25. . .
$1.25
$1.75
Handling Super-charge, 2 lens blanks at 25c. (Defective
and Breakage) ..
50
Total Shop Cost
Selling Expense

%

. . . . ...
........
$4.16
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10

. . . . . . ..

Total Cost
Profit Desired, 2 worker-hours at .50
To bring material to stock selling price
Selling Price

....$4.26.
$1.00
1.00
-—- $2.00
.$6.26

The above figures are purely imaginary and are not taken from any
business. They are only used to illustrate the method. Thus a figure is seemed for basing a selling price on all similar prescription orders.
You will note in the above illustration that the profit is based on a certain rate per worker, per hour, plus a profit on the material, the same as would
be realized if the material were sold over the counter as a straight merchandise
proposition.
New Bads of Figuring Profits.
In explanation of a basis of profit on worker hours, you are reminded of
the fact again that what you are really selling in any product is the effort of
your workers plus the equipment effort which is required in the time of your
workers spent on the respective equipment.
Heretofore, most business men figured their profits as a straight per
centage upon total factory cost, and then trusted at the end of the year that
the combined result of these individual figures would result in a large enough
profit commensurate with their investment in the business.
The new basis for figuring profit in a more scientific manner does not
leave this matter of profit until the end of the year. It starts out with the assumption that on a given investment so and so much money should be made.
How many hours of worker effort is the capacity of my plant? Knowing this,
the operator estimates the number of hours of worker effort that he expects to
sell in the next period of six months, or a year, into the looked-for profit. This
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then becomes the rate of profit to add on each and every order to each hour
of work of the employees to arrive at a proper selling price. You really predetermine your profit rather than leave it to chance.
The old basis of straight percentage is wrong in that it adds the same
percentage to the job having a heavy material cost as it does to the job having
little or no material. In other words the real shop effort is not measured, and
in the final analysis this is all that really counts. It is for these reasons that
the above examples show the new basis of profit rather than the old.
Figuring Merchandise Costs and Selling Prices.
The method for figuring merchandise department costs, profits and selling price, is to reckon the per cent of the total merchandise material cost which
will cover the total merchandise department expense. This per cent, plus 100
per cent of the material cost is the cost of merchandise sold. Add a per cent
to that amount for the desired profit and reckon the selling price.

INTEREST AND CASH DISCOUNTS
Special Note—Financial Expense.
Theoretically, all interest and cash discounts are straight profit and loss
items. Interest on loans in banks are but payments on account of insufficient
capital, and, therefore, are in place of what otherwise would be stock dividends.
Cash Discounts given are really the same as interest paid, and are not selling
expenses.
However, many companies desire to include interest expenses as a part
of the general expense in their costs, on the theory that the interest has to be
earned, and the best way to be more assured is to thus include it in the cost.
Their Place on the Statement.
In the statement of general profit and loss, Form 13, the financial section stands alone and may or may not be combined with the general expense,
according to the desires of the officers of the company.
Use of Profit and Loss and Expense Statements.
A system of accounts which is not the means of pointing the way to reforms is a failure. An industrial company which fails to have such a method
is far behind the time. Nor does an elaborate method accomplish more than
a simple method, if the management fails to use the figures set forth.
Costs may cost, or may become an investment. It's up to the use of the
figures whether the cost system in a concern is an expense or an investment.
You can make it an investment if you will—and a very profitable one by getting everyone interested in every detail—in every item of every expense and cost account.
Bonuses or prizes may be worked out—and by almost any method at
all when you have the figures and use them.
Besides that—you know your costs.
Cost and Expenses Can Be Cut.
The profit and loss and expense statements contain almost unlimited opportunities for cost cutting, as well as giving the figures for the adjusting or
standard costs for each operating department.
The indirect expense is really the greater and more elusive part of the
cost of product. This is naturally so, as the direct labor is in much more conVII
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crete and watchable form, and is, of course, the center of all piece work,
bonus, or any other kind of stimulus producing effort.
Watch the Overhead.
But the overhead—the burden, for such it is in grim fact, is not only
the greatest feature, but is the most neglected feature in the great majority of
concerns. Why? The most common reason for neglect in most plants is on
account of lack of knowledge of how to handle burden in a manner to show
it up in usable form.
Purpose of the Bulletin.
It has been the aim of this bulletin to make this perfectly clear; to supply definite directions which will permit anyone to go ahead. If the accounts
do not quite fit, anyone can follow the principle and make up accounts as they
desire.
So, the twofold feature of this bulletin should be carefully studied.
First—It will give costs.
Second—It will give costs that can be used for practical and cost cutting
purposes.
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SECTION VIII

INCREMENTS FOR THE LARGE OPERATOR.
Similarity of the Small and Large Systems.
In principle, there is no difference between the systems required by the
small operator and by the large operator. The small operator's system has
been discussed as the "Minimum Necessity."
Building Up the Large System.
The large operator takes this basic plan or system and adds to it as
many of the following increments as he desires. To be sure, there is nothing to
prevent the small operator from doing the same thing if he desires more system. While some increments will be very beneficial, most will be found to involve too much detail and trouble for a small organization to make it worth
while.
As far as possible, the increments are arranged in the order in which
they would be added by an operator as he grew.
Surfacing Operating Costs.
Those members of the association who have collected their surfacing
costs in the detailed way to be discussed now, have found there is little difference in the cost of grinding one good surface regardless of the kind of lens.
This is contrary to the belief of most operators because they do not know their
costs. To find this out for yourself, proceed as follows:
Surfacing Different Classes of Lenses.
Specialize your workers upon one operation and one class of lens.
(This is a good manufacturing policy, system or no system.) Then on the
time cards report the work performed as surface grinding Kryptok, and so on
The total cost for that class of lens divided by the surface ground, gives the
average cost for that kind of lens.
Costing Each Surfacing Operation.
The next refinement in surfacing costs is to obtain the cost for the several operations of roughing, fining, and polishing the surfaces. Each operation
is reported separately and reckoned in the same way as for classes described
in the preceding paragraph.
Other Operation Costs.
In the "Minimum Necessity" plan the shop was divided into three departments,—the surfacing, the edging, and the mounting, bending and repairing
departments. A shop having fifteen or more employees can be divided conveniently and profitably into more departments for securing more detailed information regarding the costs of certain operations. Departments or operations suggested for the divisions are: Laying out, neutralizing, cutting, hand
edging, edging, drilling, mounting, bending, jobbing or repairing, scrubbing, inspecting, in addition to the surfacing department which has been described in
detail in the preceding paragraphs. Of course two or more may be combined
if desirable.
Accounting For These Operations.
Each of the departments and operations established as units should be
covered by accounting methods similar to that of the surfacing and other departments of the Minimum Necessity plan, so that the total departmental or
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operation cost divided by the number of units passing through that operation,
would give the cost per operation for performing the work. This gives more accurate and more detailed figures for reckoning the job costs as outlined in Section VII.
Purchase Journal.
The organization having a large quantity of purchase and other bills
which are not paid immediately upon approval will find it to their advantage to
know the amount which they owe to outsiders at all times. This is determined
by the use of the purchase journal, Form 9, which is described in Section V and
in Supplement 1. No further description is needed.
Organizing the Large Clerical Force.
Some organizations divide the work in connection with the receipt, billing and shipment of prescription and merchandise orders into various little departments which are operated as complete and separate units for handling one
or more operations on one or on both kinds of orders. Or the division may be
wholly on the basis of handling mail orders or messenger orders. In Section V
the organization recommended for the large members has been detailed.
The General Expense Statement for the Large Force.
Where any departments exist as separate units their expense should be
kept separate for control. At the end of this section is a general expense statement adapted from the one for the Minimum Necessity statement which shows
how to care for these various divisions in the organization. In those organizations where these clerical departments are arranged as recommended that certain of them will work on nothing but prescription or merchandise orders, they
should not be included in the general expense classification but should be included in their proper departmental statement.
The Additional General Ledger Accounts.
To take care of this increased division of expense for control purposes,
it will be necessary for the accountant of the organization to add certain accounts to those included in Section IV. If the organization has reached such
size as to make it advisable to split the general expense along this plan it will
have an accountant capable of making the proper changes and additions in
the accounts as may be necessary.
Branches Should Have the Minimum Necessity.
Branches should be organized as units, each using the "Minimum Necessity," and as much more as necessary. This means that for each branch there
would be a complete set of books and financial statements. No recommendation is made regarding whether the books should be kept and the statements
compiled in the branch or in the main office. It can be handled satisfactorily
either way. The choice is largely dependent upon the ability of the branch
and main office employees. If the main office handles the work, the end of the
month finds a congested condition and the detailed branch records must be consulted to verify doubtful reports. If the branch does the work, the main office
control can fail to be as tight as under the other arrangement.
The Parent Company's Control Account.
In place of a capital stock or proprietorship account in the general
Ledger, there would be a "John Doe Optical Corporation" account representing
the capital advanced by the parent company. In the general ledger of the parVIII
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ent company will be a control account for each branch showing the net worth
of that branch. At the end of an accounting period, after all entries have been
made on both sets of books this control account should equal the total of the
two branch accounts for surplus and for the parent company.
The General Statements.
In the Balance Sheet for the parent company, the branch accounts may
form a separate group. In addition, all statements—branches and parent—
should be consolidated into one statement showing the condition of the organiztion as a whole. Supporting each item, can be a schedule or subsidiary statement detailing the portion of the totals belonging to each branch and to the
parent. This consolidation can also be made for the profit and loss statement.
Checking Up on the Branch.
All reports detailed in the simple plan would be compiled for each
branch and in addition, such other daily, weekly and monthly reports and schedules should be forwarded as the management desires for checking the local
manager. Also periodically, the chief accountant should visit the branch and
audit the records.
Comparing the Branches.
This plan places each branch upon its own responsibility and enables
the results of each to be compared with the others. Special skill and methods
of managers will be found for development and installation in other branches.
Costs and expenses will be lowered and profits and losses can be traced to
their sources.
Purchase, Inventory and Sales Analysis.
In large concerns, it will be found worth while to analyze material purchases, inventories and sales according to the class of material as lenses, frames,
mountings, and so on. For the analysis of sales, the sales book sheets of the
combination invoices and sales book forms, should be widened, extending beyond the invoice form which goes to the customer, to allow for columns—one
for each class of material. Enter in the proper columns the amount for the
items in each class. The purchase analysis is made in a similar way, (see Form
8). These two analyses give the inventory analysis providing the original inventory had been divided into these same classes.
Accounts may be set up in the general ledger if desired, to show these
classes of materials.
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GENERAL EXPENSE STATEMNT
(Large Operators Only)
Suggestion
Administrative Expense

Average
Jan. Feb. March For Quarter Apr. May Etc.

Officers' Salaries
Expenses (Traveling etc.)..
Accounting Dept. Expense
Purchasing "
"
Receiving
"
"
Stenographic "
"
Office Supplies.....
........
Inward Transportation & Postage..
Donations and Gratuites
Memberships
Collection and Legal expense
Rents
Heat
Light
Taxes
Depreciation Furniture & Fixtures
Miscellaneous
1) Total Administrative Expense
Total Number of Orders Handled...
AVERAGE EXPENSE PER ORDER...

===
=

City Order Dept. Expense
Messenger' Salaries & Expense
Misc. City Order Expense
(2) Total City Order Expense
Number City Orders Handled
AVERAGE EXPENSE PER ORDER. .
—
Mail Order Dept. Expense
Mail Order Clerks' Salaries
Misc. Mail Order Expense
(3) Total Mail Order Expense
Number Mail Orders Handled
AVERAGE EXPENSE PER ORDER...
Mdse. Dept. Expense
Mdse. Clerks' Salaries
Misc. Mdse. Expense
(4) Total Mdse. Expense
Number Mdse Orders Handled
AVERAGE EXPENSE PER ORDER...

==
=

==

Total General Expense 1, 2, 3+4
_ _
Number of Prescription Orders
"
" Merchandise Orders
Total Orders
==
AVERAGE EXPENSE PER ORDER...
Sales
Tolal Prescription Sales
" Merchandise "
" Sales
,
Distribution
Prescription Sales Cost
Merchandise Sales Cost
—
TOTAL
VIII
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SECTION IX

INSTALLING THE SYSTEM
The following briefly schedules the various steps to be taken in installing this system:
1—Familiarize yourself with all the aims and purposes of the system. Determine to use this and every additional means at your disposal to make
your business a better business.
2— Decide how much of the system you need—just the "Minimum Necessity" or more. Plan your organization to take care of the system—it
may be that it needs no change.
3— Tell all those to be concerned with the installation and operation of the
system, as to just what is to be accomplished and how it will be done.
See that each thoroughly understands all details of what he is to do.
This is important, for after the system is started, any difficulty arising
causes the work to pile up and get behind.
4— Get your house in order—put your materials under proper control. Why
should you pay your good money for material and then let anyone at
all dip in to their heart's content?
5—Start the petty cash fund as explained in Section V . Make up the summary distribution and enter in the cash disbursements book even though
it may not be posted to general ledger accounts.
6— Provide the forms you need, and buy the binders for filing them. Some
forms are furnished by the Association—send for them. Secure the
others from your local printer.
However, do not hold back for the lack of forms. Every part of
the system can be operated with your old forms and blank sheets of
paper, but not as easily as with the new.
7—Study the explanations of the "Balances" of the general ledger accounts
in Supplement II, and pick out those accounts you need. Prepare the
general ledger—head up the pages with the names of the accounts to be
used ready to transfer to them the balances of the accounts on the starting date.
If no books have been kept previously, or if they are inadequate
to tell the balances which should be in the assets and liability accounts,
an appraisal and inventory of these things must be made such as establishing the value of the machinery and equipment, the amount of
the petty cash fund, the amount of accounts payable, etc.
If you have not had an accounting system, do not expect your cost
figures to be correct the first month. Cost accounting begins with general accounting. Some figures will be doubtful even during the second
and third months. Your accounting must "crawl," and then "walk,"
before being able to run.
8—Take inventory of the stock on hand in order to secure its value for the
balance of the inventory amount. If impracticable to take an inventory
at this time, estimate its value and adjust the balance when an inventory is taken at or before the end of the year. You will not know the
exact amount of your assets and liabilities, but the amount will be near
enough for practical purposes at this time.
9— Set a date on which the system is to be started. This should be the
first of a month. In the meantime, in place of your old forms and sysIX
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tem, start using as many of the new forms as much of the new system
as possible without confusing the old system and methods. This practice on the new things will be useful.
This particularly applies to the books of original entry, combination bill and sales book sheets, time cards and reports of production for
various shop departments. Each form is described individually in the
Supplement. Start them in the following order:
(a) Form 9—Purchase Journal (used only by the large member.)
Form 10—Cash Disbursements Book.
Form 11—Cash Receipts Book.
(See Section I, and Section VI.)
You probably have at the present time, blank books or other forms
similar to these. Substitute these forms in the place of the old, preferably at the beginning of the month, regardless of whether the amounts
will be posted from them to the new group of general ledger accounts
or not. However, make certain that your postings to these books are
made in such a way that the old general ledger accounts in your old accounting system may be continued without confusion until you change
to the new accounts.
(b) Form 1—Combination Prescription Bill and Sales Book Sheet.
Form 2—Combination Merchandise Bill and Sales Book Sheet.
Form 3—Combination Customers Credit and Credit Book Sheet
Form 5—Delivery Label.
(See Supplement 3, and Supplement 2.)
Start these as soon after you receive your forms as possible, whether you cost the material used or not. However, if your forms are delayed, it is absolutely possible, though not so easy, to do everything the
new forms are to do with your old forms.
In operating the system, if you do not care to know whether your
profits are made by the merchandise or by the prescription department,
or do not care to know how much money you make each month, or the
value of the material on hand at the end of the month, you need not
cost the material used. However, every good business man wants to
know these things. If you do not cost the material, it is impossible to
make up a balance sheet except at the end of the year when an inventory is taken; nor can complete profit and loss statements be secured
even after that inventory is taken. However, not costing the material
used will not affect the securing of production costs, or of the operating
expenses of the prescription, merchandise or general departments.
(c) Form 6—Breakage Record.
(See Section VII.)
(d) Form 4—Time Card.
Production Reports.
(See Section V , and Section VI, J. E. No. 3.)
Start these next, especially the time card, whether production reports are begun or not. Probably the first month you will not be able
to secure complete prescription costs unless you have assistance. If
not, use the time card as it is necessary to operate the cost system as an
accounting system.
IX
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(e) Forms 7 & 8—Purchase Department Invoice Stamp.
These are only suggestions for use in the accounting system. They
are not absolutely necessary though of convenience to the system.
(f) Form 12—Balance Sheet.
Form 13—General Profit and Loss Statement.
Form 14—-Prescription Department Profit and Loss Statement.
Form 15—Merchandise Department Profit and Loss Statement.
Form 16—General Department Expense Statement.
(See Section I, and Section VII.)
Start these at the end of the first month the system has been in
operation. If your work has not been complete, do not let this interfere with the making out of these forms and statements. Fill in the
amounts which you do know and let the other spaces remain blank.
Some figures are better than none for later comparison, analysis and
control, whenever the first complete figures are secured for a month.
10—On the date set for starting—go to it! You should not have much
trouble if you keep to the manual and think. If you have too great
difficulty, call for help; but this should not be necessary. Work with
the system—it will pay and pay well. Cost work is a man's job—your
job—and so should be considered.
Remember this: The finding of costs accomplishes two things:
First—It tells you what you must charge for your goods to make a
profit;
Second—And perhaps the greater point of the two, it tells you
just where your money goes—and if you go at it in a red-blooded way,
you can make large cuts in your costs.
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SUPPLEMENT I.
Explanation of the Forms.
Form No.
Optional 1—Combination Prescription Bill and Sales Book Sheet.
Optional 2—Combination Merchandise Bill and Sales Book Sheet.
Optional 3—Combination Customers' Credit and Credit Book Sheet.
Essential 4—Time Card.
Optional 5—Delivery Label.
Essential 6—Breakage Record.
Optional 7—Purchase Department Invoice Stamp.
Optional 8—Purchase Department Invoice Stamp.
(for classes of material)
Optional 9—Purchase Journal.
Optional 10—Cash Disbursements Book.
Optional 11—Cash Receipts Book.
Essential 12—Balance Sheet.
Essential 13—General Profit and Loss Statement.
Essential 14—Prescription Department Profit and Loss Statement.
Essential 15—Merchandise Department Profit and Loss Statement.
Essential 16—General Department Expense Statement.
17—Cost Flow Chart.

The forms actually needed and essential to the "Minimum Necessity"
plan, are:
FORMS 4, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.
You will notice, the balance of the forms are marked "optional." They
are not absolutely essential to the plan, and are merely to be considered as
suggestions. They can be used or not, as desired. If you have sales books,
customer's ledger sheets, etc., which are O. K . at present, and fit in all right
with the cost system outlined, continue to use them. Make no changes in
forms, except where you feel them necessary. As long as you keep the general principles in mind, and compile your final cost data in the new outlined
manner, so as to be comparable with other operators, this is all that is necessary.
Essential Forms Supplied by Association
Forms 4, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 may be procured from the Association. Plates have been prepared for printing these forms, and by the Association ordering a quantity the cost to the member will come very low.
The other forms which are marked "Optional" will not be procurable
from the Association as these require the appearance of the firm name in most
instances. (Should there be sufficient demand, Forms 10 and 11 can be prepared and furnished.
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FORM 1
(OPTIONAL)

Combination Prescription Bill and Sales Book Sheet.
Write up this form before the order passes into the shop. Enter all
data called for by the various spaces. On the extension of the duplicate, the
sales book sheet, there may be entered the current cost of the material used for
the order. If material cost is not entered here, it must be taken from records
on the backs of the prescriptions.
After checking, forward to the delivery clerk for entry of the amount
of postage, if any, and entry of the fact and date of delivery or shipment. This
clerk tears off the bill, enclosing it in the package. The sales book sheet is
forwarded to the office when all items are shipped.
After accounting by page numbers for all sheets, the accounts receivable
ledger is posted and the sheets filed as the prescription sales book. The page
amounts are carried forward—total billing amount, total postage and insurance, and total cost of material used. At the end of the month these totals
are posted to the general ledger accounts.
FORM 2
(OPTIONAL)

Combination Merchandise Bill and Sales Book Sheet
When the customer's order is received, the material sold is picked out
and forwarded with the order to the billing clerk. This clerk writes up this
form, entering all data called for by the various spaces. On the extension of
the duplicate, the sales book sheet is entered the current cost of the material
used for the order.
After checking, all are forwarded to the delivery clerk for entry of the
amount of postage, if any, and entry of the fact and date of delivery or shipment. This clerk tears off the bill enclosing it in the package. The sales book
sheet is forwarded to the office when all items are shipped.
After accounting by page numbers for all sheets, the accounts receivable
ledger is posted and the sheets filed as the merchandise sales book. The page
amounts are carried forward—total billing amount, total postage and insurance,
and total cost of material used. At the end of the month, these totals are posted to the general ledger accounts.
FORM 3
(OPTIONAL)

Combination Customers' Credit & Credit Book Sheet
Write up this form whenever it becomes necessary to credit a customer
because of the return of goods, or for any other reason. If material is being
returned to stock, the cost must be entered on the extension of the duplicate
sheet in the same way as for a sale. The original is torn off and forwarded
to the customer while the duplicate is sent to the bookkeeper.
After accounting for all sheets, the accounts receivable ledger is posted
and the sheets filed as the credit book, one section for prescription credits and
one for merchandise credits. The page amounts are carried forward—total
credit amount, postage and insurance, and total cost of material returned to
stock. At the end of the month, these totals are posted to the general ledger
accounts.
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At end of month it will be necessary to summarize these credits as between Prescription and Merchandise. This gives proper basis for deducting
from sales figures to get net sales. This can be done by extension of second
sheet to two columns.
FORM 4
(ESSENTIAL)

Time Card.
One time card per man, per week. Each time a worker changes the
kind of work he is doing, an entry is made in columns 1, 2, 3 and 4. The foreman O. K.'s these in column 5. At the end of each week and of each month, the
cards are turned into the payroll clerk for reckoning columns 6 and 7 and the
spaces at the bottom. From these spaces journal entry No. 2 is made at the
end of the month.
Do not confuse this time card with any Weekly Clock Card you may
have at present. They are two distinct and separate things.
FORM 5
(OPTIONAL)

Delivery Label.
The billing clerk, when making out a bill, writes up a shipping label
covering all orders for each customer. The order numbers are noted for the
convenience of the delivery clerk when getting the shipment ready.
The delivery clerk checks the order numbers as they are packed and
enters the actual postage and insurance (mail orders only) on the duplicate.
The label (the original) is torn off and pasted to the package and the duplicate
is forwarded to the office for checking up on the postage actually used and
for filing as a record of where packages were sent.
The form as illustrated shows an arrangement of a number of labels to
a sheet. Some prefer to have each label separate so as to permit the carbon
copies being arranged alphabetically for future reference. The lot for each
date being bound together.
For regular customers the labels may be printed in advance by addressograph or stamping device and carried ready for use in indexed rack or
file.
In addition to serving as an excellent record showing exactly what was
shipped out under a certain label, there may be indicated name or number of
the packer, the hour mailed or any other detail desired.
FORM 6
(ESSENTIAL)

Breakage Record.
This form is kept at the place of the Stock Picker. Whenever he gives
out additional material on any order, he enters the data as to the broken or defective material on this record. Breakages are recorded by classes of lenses
under each worker's name. A sheet is kept for two days (using both sides.)
They are summarized to get monthly totals.
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FORM 7
(OPTIONAL)

Purchasing Department Invoice Stamp.
The Purchasing Department uses this stamp on all invoices to provide
an orderly method for recording the checking of the financial part of the purchase and the distribution of the purchase amount.
The spaces clearly indicate what is to be entered in each.

FORM 8
(OPTIONAL)

Purchasing: Dept. Invoice Stamp
(For Classes of Material)
This form is suggested for those who desire to classify their Inventories
further than just one "Merchandise Account." Use as many classifications as
you desire.

FORM 9
(OPTIONAL)

Purchase Journal
Recommended to be used by all large operators.
nal Entry No. 1.

If not used, see Jour-

Enter in this book every bill approved for payment, but not paid immediately.
Column Number.
1—Enter the day of the month.
2-3—Miscellaneous means any item not belonging to columns 4, 5and 6,
such as "Machinery." Enter the name of the account and the
amount.
4, 5, & 6—Enter the portion of the total amount which is chargeable to each
of these departments.
7—Enter the cost amount of lenses and materials purchased for resale or for manufacture into finished product.
8-9—Enter the name of the party to whom the payment is due and why
the transaction took place.
10-11—Enter the amount payable in column 10. When it is paid, enter
the check number in column 11 which data is secured from the
cash disbursements book. The total of the unpaid items must
equal the "accounts payable" control account in the ledger and
the total of the bills in the "unpaid bill" file. Prove this at the end
of each month.
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FORM 10
(OPTIONAL)

Cash Disbursements Book
Enter in this book every payment made by a check.
Column Number
1 —Enter the day of the month.
2-3—Enter the name of party to whom check was given and why the
transaction took place.
4—Enter the portion of the total amount paid which is chargeable
to this account—do not become confused. No amount can be
debited to this account unless previously credited to it by a previous entry in some book of entry.
5, 6, & 7—Enter the portion of the total amount paid which is chargeable to
each of these departments. Watch out—if a bill has been entered
in another book as a credit to "Accounts Payable," its expense
distribution was probably made at that time.
8-9—Miscellaneous means any item not belonging to columns 5, 6 and 7,
such as "Machinery." Enter the name of the account and the
amount.
10—Enter the number of the check drawn in payment of the transaction.
11-12— Provision is made for accounts with two banks. Enter the check
amount in the proper column. Every check must be accounted for.
If spoiled enter number and write "void" in the amount column.
13—Enter the amount of cash discount earned and taken (not trade
discount.)
14-15—Enter the name of the account and the amount of any miscellaneous credit such as "Inventory" for deduction from a manufacturer's
bill because of the return of defective goods.
Remember "Total Debits" equals "Total Credits:" ( 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 +
9) = (11+12+13+15).
Total each page and carry it forward to the next.
Post the individual amounts in columns 4 (if a purchase ledger is used
—not recommended), 9 and 15 direct to the proper general ledger accounts.
Post the totals of columns 4, 11, 12 and 13 to the ledger at the end of the
month. At the bottom of columns 5, 6 and 7, summarize the amounts in the
columns so that only one posting need be made to each expense or cost account
of these various departments.
FORM 11
(OPTIONAL)

Cash Receipts Book
Enter in this book every receipt of cash.
Column Number
1—Enter the day of the month.
2-3—Enter the name of party from whom the money was received and
why the transaction took place.
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4-5—Enter the portion of the total amount received which is in payment
of Accounts Receivable—Column 4, if payment of an open account; column 5, if a C. O. D. collection.
6-7—Miscellaneous means any item not belonging to columns 4 and 5
such as "Notes Receivable." Enter the name of the account and
the amount.
8—Enter the amount of money received.
9—Enter the amount of cash discount given (not trade dicounts.)
10-11—Enter the name of the account and the amount of any miscellaneous debit.
12-13—Provision is made for accounts with two banks. Each day enter the amount of the deposits. At the end of the month 12+13 =
8, providing all cash has been deposited.
Remember "Total Credits" equals "Total Debits:" (4+5+7) =
(8+9+11)
Total each page and carry it forward to the next.
Post the individual amounts in columns 4, 7 and 11 direct to the proper
account. Post the totals of columns 4, 5, 9, 12 and 13 to the general ledger
at the end of the month.

EXPLANATION OF FORMS 12 to 16 INCLUSIVE
These forms, Nos. 12 to 16 inclusive, are really pictures of the whole
result of the cost system. Forms are to be made out monthly, and it is suggested that this part of the work should not be slighted in any way whatsoever
as it is really important.
In general, the object of the whole plan of cost accounting outlined is
to give each operator a picture of his general business condition each month.
This picture will be reflected by the balance sheet shown as Form 12. On this
balance sheet at the end of the liability section will be found an addition or deduction from the surplus account, depending on whether the month's business
resulted in a profit or a loss. Assuming that the month's business is a profit,
this profit would be shown under the surplus on the liability side of the balance
sheet. This profit is given as one total figure.
You will then refer to Form 13, which is the general profit and loss
statement showing whether these profits were made in the Prescription or Merchandise Departments.
From Form 13 you will refer further to Forms 14 and 15 respectively,
which show the details of how these prescription or merchandise profits were
made.
Form 14 is really a combination of the Prescription Department profit
and loss sheet plus a statistical cost record of operations. You will notice the
columns under each month are two in number and are headed Statistics and
Amount. In the Statistics column will come such figures as the number of surfaces ground, the average cost per surface, the number of pairs edged, the
average cost per pair, the number of orders completed, the average cost per
order, or the mounting, miscellaneous shop expense and the proportion of the
general expense. These figures are set aside in the Statistics column so that
they are not added in the Amount column.
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For example, take the Surface Grinding Department Section of Form
14. It consists of labor $.
and expense $
which amounts
come directly from the general ledger accounts. These amounts are entered in
the Amount column. You would then enter in the Statistics column for the
Surface Grinding Department Section the number of surfaces ground. Dividing
this figure into the total amount of labor and expense, or the total surface grinding cost, you will get the average cost per surface for each particular month.
The Statistical column figures make a basis for estimating the individual order
costs.
As stated above, Forms 14 and 15 respectively, analyze in detail the
total profits of these respective departments shown on Form 13, and as Form 13
is but a further reflection of detail of the balance sheet shown on Form 12, it
will be understood how these forms tie in with each other.
With regard to Form 15, the only statistical part about this is to determine the percentage of the total merchandise cost to the total material cost.
This gives the basis for determining, if necessary, the accurate selling price for
each article sold.
Form 16 is a detailed analysis of the General Expense Department.
If used accurately, Forms 12 to 16 will be a great aid in helping each
operator to properly manage his business. They tell him—
1st—How much money he has made.
2nd—Which department made this money.
3rd—The details of how each department made it.
Then the fourth result of these statements is the accumulation of statistical cost data to enable him to determine the actual cost of any order put
through.
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Form 1 (Optional
Combination R Bill and Sales Book Sheet
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Form 2 Optional
Combination Merchandise Bill and Sales Book Sheet
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Form 3 (Optional)
Combination Customer's Credit and Credit Book Sheet
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Form C. A. 4 (Essential)
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Form 5 (Optional)
Delivery Label

Form C. A. 6 (Essential)
Brakage Record
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Forms 7 & 8 (Optional)
Purchase Department Invoice Stamps

Form 9 (Optional)
Purchase Journal
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Form 10 (Optional)
Cash Disbursement Book
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Form 11 (Optional)
Cash Receipts Book
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Form C.A.12 (Essential)
Balance Sheet
FORM C.A.12
A. A. W. O.

Note: This Balance Sheet shows all possible Assets and Liabilities. Use only those which apply to your business.

BALANCE SHEET

Month of

Month of

Month of
Total for

Month of

GENERAL PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
Month of

Month of

Items appearing under "Other Receipts" and 'Other Expenses" have no direct bearing on the cost of the Merchandise or Prescription
Department and are not accounted for in the figures obtained in the totals on forms 14 and 15. It is therefore necessary to show on form 13 as
off-setting items against the total manufacturing and selling profit.

NOTE: Mfg. and Selling Profits pluss. "Other Receipts" less "Other Expenses" equal "Net Profit.

NET PROFIT FOR MONTH (See Note)

Total

Outlay on Real Estate

Discount given

Other Expenses
Interest paid

Total

Income from Real Estate

Discount Taken

Other Receipts
Interest Received

TOTAL MFG. AND SELLING PROFIT

Merchandise Profit and Loss (Form 15

Prescription Profit and Loss (Form 14

FORM C. A. 13
A. A. W. O.

Form C. A. 13 (Essential)
General Profitand Loss Statement

Total for
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A.

W.

O.
PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

* Enter only in columnsheaded"Statistics" All items not marked enter in columns headed "Amount".

A.

FORMC.A.14

Form C.A.14 (Essential)
Prescription Department Profit & Loss Statement
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% OF TOTAL COST TO TOTAL
MATERIAL COST

NET PROFIT OR LOSS FOR MO.

TOTAL MERCHANDISE SALES COST

RESERVE FOR BAD DEBTS

PROPORTION OF GENERAL EXPENSE

PROPORTION OF SELLING EXPENSE

MATERIAL COST

MISC. MERCHANDISE EXPENSE

NET MERCHANDISE SALES

Less - Outward Trans. & Ins.

MERCHANDISE SALES BILLED

FORM C. A. 15
A. A. W. O.

Form C. A. 15 (Essential)

Month of

Month of
Month of

Total for

Month of

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

Merchandise Department Profit & Loss Statement

Month of

Month of

Total for
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Merchandise Dept.

DISTRIBUTION
Prescription Dept.

TOTAL SALES

Total Merchandise Sales

Total Prescription Sales

TOTAL GENERAL EXPENSE

Miscellaneous

Depreciation of Furniture and Fixtures

Taxes (Other than Federal)

Light

Heat

Rent

Donations and Gratuities

Inward Transportation and Postage

Office Supplies

Messengers' Salaries and Expenses

Stock Clerks

Order Clerks

Bookkeeper and Stenographer

Administrative Salaries

Form C. A. 16.
A. A. W. O.

Month of
Month of

Month of

Total for

Month of

GENERAL DEPARTMENT EXPENSE STATEMENT

Form C. A. 16 (Essential)
General Department Expense Statement

Month of

Month of

Total for
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Form 17 Cost Flow Chart
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SUPPLEMENT II.
Detailed Description of General Ledger Accounts.
This Supplement is given as an aid to those operators, who desire a
further explanation of the General Ledger Accounts, showing most of the possible debits and credits to each account.

1—Current Assets
(1-1)—CASH IN BANK:
Debits:

(One Account for each Bank)

(1) Open the account with the amount of cash in bank.
(2) Total cash receipts deposited during the period as shown by Column No. 12 or 13 of the Cash Receipts Book.
Credits:
(1) Total amount of checks issued during month as shown by Column
No. 11 or 12 of the Cash Disbursements Book.
Balance:
Represents value of cash in bank at end of month and should be reconciled with bank's statement to determine outstanding checks and uncredited deposits.
(1-2) PETTY CASH (See Petty Cash Book Routine Section V.)
Debits:
(1) Checks drawn to start or increase the office fund set aside for paying petty expenses.
Credits:
(1) Any permanent decrease in the amount of the fund.
Balance:
Represents the amount set aside for petty cash disbursements.
(1-3) NOTES RECEIVABLE:
Debits:
(1) The face value of promissory notes and trade acceptances on hand;
(2) Notes and acceptances received;
(3) Notes renewed.
Credits:
(1) Payments received on notes and acceptances;
(2) Notes renewed;
(3) Notes and acceptances sold;
(4) Notes and acceptances charged off.
Balance:
Represents value of all notes receivable and acceptances on hand.
(1-4)—ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: (The Control Account for the Accounts
Receivable Ledger)
Debits:
(1) Open the account with the total of individual customers' accounts
as shown on Accounts Receivable Ledger;
(2) Total charges to customers as shown by Sales Book.
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Credits:
Payments received from customers—cash, notes, acceptances;
Allowances to customers including cash discount;
Accounts charged off;
Sales price on all goods returned by customers.
Balance:
Represents the net amount due from customers which is the total of the
balances of all customers' accounts. It's accuracy should be proven
each month.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1-5)—BONDS AND OTHER INVESTMENTS: (The difference between the
carrying value and the sale price of investments sold, is a profit
and loss amount.)
Debits:
(1) Open the account with the market value of stocks, bonds, and other
investments on hand;
(2) Cash value of life insurance policies, etc.;
(3) Cost of stocks, bonds and other investments purchased.
Credits:
(1) Cost of stocks, bonds and other investments sold at value carried.
Balance:
Represents cost or market value of stocks, bonds, and other investments
owned by the company.

2—INVENTORY ASSETS
(2-1)—INVENTORY:
Debits:
(1) Open the acount with the cost value of all goods on hand;
(2) All purchases of lenses and material;
(3) Returns to stock.
Credits:
(1) A l l material used as represented by monthly summmaries from
Sales Book;
(2) Returns to Vendors.
Balance:
Represents the cost value of goods on hand. It should be checked up
at least once each year by an actual physical inventory.

3—PLANT ASSETS
(3-1)—FURNITURE AND FIXTURES:
(3-2)—MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT:
(3-3)—REAL ESTATE AND BUILDINGS:
Debits:
(1) Open the accounts with the first cost or replacement value of all
permanent plant investments represented by the respective accounts;
(2) All expenditures for permanent additions.
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Credits:
(1) Value of plant assets sold, disposed of, or otherwise taken out of
service.
Balance:
Represents book value of plant assets against which, as offsetting accounts, are the respective reserves for depreciation.

4—DEFERRED ASSETS.
(4-1)—PREPAID INSURANCE:
Debits:
(1) Open the account with the amount of unexpired insurance premiums;
(2) A l l subsequent payments for insurance premiums.
Credits:
(1) Periodical charge equivalent to pro-rata insurance expense for
period;
(2) All refunds and cancellations.
(4-2)— PREPAID TAXES: (if prepaid)—See 6-4
Debits:
(1) Open the account with total of unexpired taxes paid in advance;
(2) Subsequent taxes paid in advance.
Credits:
(1) Amount equivalent to one-twelfth of the annual tax to write off each
month's share as an item of expense.
Balance:
Represents taxes paid in advance.
(4-3)—PREPAID INTEREST:

(See 6-6.)

Debits:
(1) Open the account with balance of prepaid interest;
(2) All subsequent interest paid in advance.
Credits:
(1) Monthly proportion of interest earned by party to whom it was
paid.
Balance:
Represents amount of prepaid interest unearned by party to whom paid.

5—INTANGIBLE ASSETS.
(5.1)—GOOD WILL:
Debits:
(1) Opened with value of good will.
Credits:
(1) With any depreciation of same.
Balance:
Represents net value of good will as carried.
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6—CURRENT LIABILITIES
(6-1)—NOTES PAYABLE:
Debits:
(1) Payments reducing notes and acceptances payable;
(2) Notes renewed.
Credits:
(1) A l l outstanding notes and acceptances;
(2) A l l notes and acceptances subsequently issued;
(3) Notes renewed.
Balance:
Represents amount owed by the company on notes and acceptances payable.
(6-2)—ACCOUNTS PAYABLE: (The control account for all unpaid bills.)
Debits:
(1) Payments of vendors' accounts payable in cash with such cash discounts and deductions allowed by vendors;
(2) Notes given vendors;
(3) Value of material returned to vendors for credit.
Credits:
(1) Open the account with the total of unpaid accounts due vendors;
(2) Total credits to this account on Purchase Journal.
Balance:
Represents net amount owed to creditors on open account.
should be proven each month.

Its accuracy

(6-3)—ACCRUED PAYROLL:
Debits:
(1) Amount of wage, salary, and bonus payments made during period
as represented by Cash Disbursements Book entries.
Credits:
(1) Amount of wages, salaries and bonus earned during month, as
furnished by journal entry No. 2.
Balance:
Represents payroll amounts accrued but unpaid.
(6-4)—ACCRUED TAXES (if accrued)—See 4-2:
Debits:
(1) Actual payment of taxes.
Credits:
(I) Monthly amount charged off to operating expense.
Balance:
Represents accrued amount of taxes accumulated but not yet due.
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(6-5)—ACCRUED COMMISSIONS:
Debits:
(1) Commissions actually paid salesmen.
Credits:
(1) All accrued commissions on sales billed (or orders taken) during
the period.
Balance:
Represents commissions accrued but not paid.
(6-6)—ACCRUED INTEREST:

(See 4-3)

Debits:
(1) Interest paid as to items entered herein as accrued.
Credits:
(1) Amounts accrued monthly on payable items where interest is accruing.
Balance:
Represent accrued interest on payable items but not yet paid.

7—FIXED LIABILITIES.
(7-1)—BONDS PAYABLE:
Debits:
(1) Payments reducing same.
Credits:
(1) Balance of all outstanding bonds;
(2) A l l subsequent Issues.
Balance:
Represents outstanding bonded indebtedness.
(7-2)—MORTGAGES PAYABLE:
Debits:
(1) Payments reducing same.
Credits:
(1) Balance due on the principal of all mortgages payable;
(2) A l l Mortgages subsequently issued.
Balance:
Represents total amount outstanding on mortgages payable.
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8—RESERVES
(8-1)—RESERVES FOR DEPRECIATION OF FURNITURE AND FIXTURES:
(8-2)—RESERVES FOR DEPRECIATION OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT:
(8-3)—RESERVES FOR DEPRECIATION OF BUILDINGS:
Debits:
(1) That portion of the cost which has been depreciated of anything replaced or sold.
Credits:
(1) Depreciation charge to departments, or to general expense, equivalent to a pro-rata amount of the annual depreciation charge.
Balance:
Represents the allowance for depreciation of permanent plant investments. These reserves are maintained as off-setting accounts to the
respective plant asset accounts.
(8-4)—RESERVE FOR BAD DEBTS:
Debits:
(1) Value of all accounts, notes and acceptances receivable which are
considered uncollectable, crediting accounts receivable or notes receivable with the amount.
Credits:
(1) Open the account with an amount considered sufficient to cover
all losses on receivables considered uncollectable;
(2) Amount based on a percentage of sales billed to provide for losses
on amounts charged during period.
Balance:
Represents allowance reserved for losses on accounts receivable.

9—CAPITAL LIABILITIES.
(9-1)—PREFERRED STOCK ISSUED:
(9-2)—COMMON STOCK ISSUED:
(Note: If concern is not a corporation, a capital account for each proprietor replaces the capital stock accounts, as: (9-1)—"John Doe,
Proprietor.")
Debits:
(1) With par value of stock returned to or acquired by the company.
Credits:
(1) Open the account with parvalue of stock outstanding;
(2) Par value of all stock subsequently issued.
Balance:
Represents the par value of issued capital stock outstanding, preferred
and common, respectively.
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10—SURPLUS AND PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNTS
(10-1)— SURPLUS:
Debits:
(1) Amount preferred and common dividends paid;
(2) Amount of Income and Excess Profits Tax;
(3) Amount transferred from Profit and Loss for each month (if a loss)
Credits:
(1) Open the acount with the excess of assets over liabilities;
(2) Profits made each month transferred from Profit and Loss at closing time.
Balance:
Represents undivided profits, if a credit; represents deficit, if a debit.
(10-2)—PROFIT AND LOSS: (At Closing Time, Closings may be made monthly or annually—monthly is recommended in this system. This time
of closing also applies to all accounts following this.)
Debits:
(1) Debit balances of all operating expense accounts;
(2) Debit balances of interest paid, discount given; and outlay on real
estate;
(3) Loss on Bonds and Other Investments sold;
(4) Transfer to Surplus of credit balance (if a profit) at end of period.
Credits:
(1) Credit balances of all operating income accounts;
(2) Credit balances of interest received, discount taken, and income
from real estate;
(3) Transfer to Surplus of debit balance (if a loss) at end of period.
Balance:
Until closed out, represents net profit or loss resulting from transactions
of the period accumulated.

11—FINANCIAL PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNTS.
(11-1)—INTEREST RECEIVED:
Debits:
(1) Transfer of the credit balance to Profit and Loss at closing time.
Credits:
(1) Interest received for bank balances, for overdue accounts, for
notes receivable, on income from bonds and other investments.
Balance:
Represents interest received.
(11-2)—DISCOUNT TAKEN:
Debits:
(1) Transfer of the credit balance to Profit and Loss at closing time.
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Credits:
(1) A l l cash discounts earned (Not trade discounts.)
Balance:
Represents discount taken on purchases.
(11-3)—INCOME FROM REAL ESTATE: (Applies only to
owned by the business.)

Real

Estate

Debits:
(1) Transfer of the credit balance to Profit and Loss at closing time.
Credits:
(1) A l l income from rentals of real estate including rental for space
occupied by the business.
Balance:
Represents income from real estate.
(11-4)—INTEREST PAID:
Debits:
(1) Amount of interest accrued for period on items payable.
Credits:
(1) Transfer of the debit balance to Profit and Loss at closing time.
Balance:
Represents amount of interest actually incurred.
(Note: If interest is prepaid, the payment should be charged to prepaid interest (Acct. 4-3.) The amount should be liquidated in
monthly amounts to apportion the charge equitably over the periods
involved. Likewise, watch for action of accruing interest as explained
in Account 6-6.)
(11-5)—DISCOUNT GIVEN:
Debits:
(1) Cash Discounts allowed customers.

(Not trade discounts.)

Credits:
(1) Transfer of the debit balance to Profit and Loss at closing time.
Balance:
Represents cash discounts allowed.
(11-6)—OUTLAY ON REAL ESTATE: (Applies only to real estate owned by
the business.)
Debits:
(1) A l l outlay on real estate owned such as:
Pro-rata amount of depreciation;
Pro-rata amount of taxes;
Pro-rata amount of insurance;
(2) Repairs to building;
(3) Service employees such as elevator operators;
(4) A l l other expense not chargeable to tenants.
Credits:
(1) Transfer of the debit balance to Profit and Loss at closing time.
Balance:
Represents actual expense on real estate during period.
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12—OPERATING INCOME ACCOUNTS
(12-1)—PRESCRIPTION SALES BILLED:
Debits:
(1) Billed amount of prescription sales returned by customers:
(2) Allowances to customers as represented by credit memoranda if a
reduction of the billing price;
(3) Credit balance transferred to Profit and Loss at closing time.
Credits:
(1) Total prescription sales billed during month as represented by sales
book, charging accounts receivable.
Balance:
Represents prescription sales billed.
(12-2)—MERCHANDISE SALES BILLED:
Debits:
(1) Billed amount of prescription sales returned by customers;
(2) Allowances to customers, represented by credit memoranda, if a
reduction of the billing price;
(3) Credit balance transferred to Profit and Loss at closing time.
Credits:
(1) Total merchandise sales billed during month as represented by sales
book, charging accounts receivable.
Balance:
Represents merchandise sales billed.

13—OPERATING EXPENSE ACCOUNTS
(Note: All accounts in this group are accumulating accounts classifying the actual operating expenses. Referring to Profit and Loss
statements C, D, & E, it will be seen that the total amounts of
these expense accounts are to be analyzed in the statements according to the items listed. The posting to these accounts must be
in such detail as to permit this analysis.)
(13-1)—GENERAL DEPARTMENT EXPENSE: (Charge this account with all
operating expenses, not chargeable to either the Prescription Department or the Merchandise Department—See General Department Expense Statement (Form 16.)
Debits:
(1) Labor (time cards and salaries—specify the kind of labor;)
(2) Charges of many kinds direct from purchase journal and cash
disbursements book;
(3) Pro-rata apportionment of Liability Insurance, Taxes, Fire Insurance; Depreciation, Rent, Heat and Light.
Credits:
(1) Total net debit balance at end of each month distributed to the Prescription Department and the Merchandise Department on basis of
Sales Value in each department.
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Balance:
There should be no balance as it is cleared out into other operating accounts.
(13-2)—SELLING EXPENSE:
Debits:
(1) Labor (Salaries of Salesmen;)
(2) Charges covering Advertising, Catalogs, Circulars, Price Lists,
Traveling, etc., direct from purchase journal and cash disbursements book.
Credits:
(1) Total net debit balance at end of each month distributed to the
Prescription Department, and the Merchandise Department on basis
of Sales Value in each department.
Balance:
There should be no balance.
(Note: At the end of the month each of the following accounts
will show debit balances. At that time, Journal Entry No. 14 is
used to entirely close out all these accounts to Profit and Loss.
This entry is the one credit entry to be made to the following accounts each month, and is uniform for all.)
(13-3)—OUTWARD TRANSPORTATION AND INSURANCE ON PRESCRIPTION SALES:
Debits:
(1) Payments for transportation and insurance of any nature for delivery of prescription sales to customers whether charges are recovered from them or not.
(13-4)—SURFACE GRINDING COST:
(13-5)—EDGING COST:
(13-6)—MOUNTING, BENDING AND REPAIRING COST:
Debits:
(1) Labor (time cards—J. E. No. 2;)
(2) Expense (purchase journal or J. E. No. 1, and cash disbursements
book.)
(13-7)—MISCELLANEOUS SHOP EXPENSE:
Debits:
(1) Labor (time cards—J. E. No. 2;)
(2) Expense (purchase journal or J. E. No. 1, and cash disbursements
book;)
(3) Proportion of Liability Insurance (J. E. No. 4,) Depreciation (J. E.
No. 7,) Rent (J. E. No. 9 or cash disbursements book,) Light,
Heat and Power (cash disbursements book.)
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(13-8)—MATERIAL LOSS ON DEFECTIVE PRESCRIPTION WORK:
Debits:
(1) The total cost value of all material broken, spoiled, or otherwise
damaged as to not be returnable to the manufacturer (J. E. No. 3.)
(13-9)—PRESCRIPTION PROPORTION OF SELLING EXPENSE:
Debits:
(1) Proportion of total Selling Expense based on Sales Value.
(13-10)—PRESCRIPTION BAD DEBTS ALLOWANCE:
Debits:
(1) Percentage of total prescription sales billed considered sufficient
to cover all probable losses on accounts receivable (J. E. No. 10.)
(13-11)—PRESCRIPTION MATERIAL USED COST:
Debits:
(1) Value of all lenses and other materials used for filling prescription sales. This does not include replacements of breakage, etc.
(J. E. No. 3.)
(13-12)—PRESCRIPTION PROPORTION OF GENERAL EXPENSE:
Debits:
(1) Proportion of total general expense based upon sales value (J. E .
No. 11.)
(13-13)—OUTWARD TRANSPORTATION AND INSURANCE ON MERCHANDISE SALES:
Debits:
(1) Payments for transportation and insurance of any nature for delivery of merchandise sales to customers, whether charges are recovered from them or not.
Credits:
(1) Transfer of Debit Balances to Profit and Loss at closing time.
(13-14)—MERCHANDISE PROPORTION OF SELLING EXPENSE:
Debits:
(1) Proportion of total Selling Expense based on Sales Value.
(13-15)—MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE EXPENSE:
Debits:
(1) Labor (time cards—J. E. (No. 2;)
(2) Expense (purchase journal or J. E. No. 1, and cash disbursements
book.)
(13-16)—MERCHANDISE BAD DEBTS ALLOWANCE:
Debits:
(1) Percentage of total merchandise sales billed considered sufficient to
cover all probable losses on accounts receivable (J. E . No. 10.)
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(13-17)—MERCHANDISE MATERIAL USED COST:
Debits:
(1) Value of all lenses and other materials used for filling merchandise
sales. This does not include replacements of breakage, etc. (J. E.
No. 3.)
(13-18)—MERCHANDISE PROPORTION OF GENERAL EXPENSE:
Debits:
(1) Proportion of total general expense based upon Sales Value (J. E.
No. 11.)

14—SUNDRY GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS
In this section of the ledger will be located all sundry accounts with
firms and individuals, irrespective of whether their balance is debit or credit.
There are always a certain number of accounts that float around without any particular home, and this is the place to put all such.
When making up a statement, the accounts classify themselves according
to their balance into two classes, i . e.:
General Ledger Accounts Receivable;
General Ledger Accounts Payable.
They will be so entered in the statements immediately under the accounts receivable, and accounts payable respectively.
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SUPPLEMENT III
ORDER HANDLING ROUTINE
This supplementary section is written as a suggestion only for good
Order Handling Procedure. It is not absolutely essential to the Cost Plan; but
it is recommended that it be studied over carefully and used as far as possible
by the individual operators.
Organizing the Personnel of the Business.
The following description of handling orders is written as though every
concern has several clerks for performing the various details. This description
is given in detail so as to make clear the division of the work into its component parts. The small concern needs only two clerks (1) a bookkeeper to post
the accounts, keep the general books and compile the financial statements; (2)
a clerk to receive and check orders, write the bills, pick out the material and
lenses needed, check the completed job, pack it and ship it.
The Various Groups of Employees.
However, this description of routine does not define the organization
needed for the larger concerns. These need the following grouping of clerical
forces, such as this:
(1) Executive receiving mail orders, having authority for passing on
customers' credit and censoring the orders.
(2) Supervising clerk receiving orders from messengers and having
authority to pass on local customers' credit.
(3a) Clerks writing Prescription bills and sales book sheets.
(3b) Clerks picking out Prescription material.
(3c) Shop Organization.
(4a) Clerks picking out Merchandise order materials.
(4b) Clerks writing Merchandise bills and sales book sheets.
(5) Delivery or shipping clerks for messenger service, for mail service, both prescription and merchandise.
The Organization of the Large Concerns.
The largest concerns may be required to split groups into smaller units
—for instance group 3 a might be split into two smaller units—one for messenger orders and one for mail orders.
All Orders are Handled Similarly.
In principle, all orders should be regarded alike, whether received by
mail or by messenger, but in the handling they must be segregated as to prescription and merchandise.
Approval of Orders.
Immediately upon receipt, every order should be reviewed for approval
of the customer's credit and of the details of the order. Following the approval,
the order is ready for filling.
The Prescription Order Form.
It is not considered necessary to rewrite the customers' prescription
orders on to a shop order form, unless the order is illegible, or unless the shop
might question as to just what is desired. The practice of furnishing customers
with printed order blanks for writing their orders is commended, as it undoubtedly saves confusion and pays for its slight expense.
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Keeping a Customer's Orders Together.
The parties
gether so that they
mailing clerk when
accounts receivable

receiving orders should keep each customer's orders tomay be listed following one another. This will assist the
mailing the orders, and the bookkeeper when posting the
ledgers.

Recording the Prescription Orders.
At this point, prescription orders should be entered on Form 1, the combination prescription bill and sales book. Only sufficient detail need be written
which, according to the judgment of the management, is necessary to identifying the material or to decide any dispute later. In addition to the description,
the billing amount is entered. The net cost price of the material to be used (as
shown by the current price lists) is entered on the back of the prescription blank.
A daily summary can then be made of these amounts, and at end of month,
this gives the total material used on prescriptions. Form 1 may be written
either by hand or by typewriter; the typewriter is preferred for neatness and
accuracy.
Writing Up the Delivery Label.
The clerk writing the bill should also write up the duplicate delivery
label, Form 5, unless prepared in advance as explained in description of the
use of this form. On this slip is a blank space for entering the serial numbers
of all prescription orders for that customer for the day in order that the delivery clerk may know when all the customer's orders have been gathered together for mailing.
The R Stock Clerk's Work.
The customer's order is then sent to the proper clerk for picking out the
lenses and material after which the job is put into process in the shop.
The Delivery Clerk's Work.
The two copies of Form 1 (bill and sales book) are checked for pricing,
etc., and then the original is detached and forwarded to the delivery clerk with
the delivery label, while the sales book sheet is forwarded to the bookkeeper.
Merchandise Orders.
Form 2 is the Merchandise Department Combination Bill and Sales
Book. Unlike the possibility for prescription orders it is impractical to write up
the merchandise orders on Form 2 until after the material has been picked out
and is ready for packing and shipping.
The Merchandise Stock Clerk's Work.
After the customer's order has been approved for credit, it should be
forwarded direct to the proper clerks for picking out the material ordered. As
picked out, the items of the order are checked off.
Writing Up the Bill and Sales Book.
When filled, the order and material are forwarded to the delivery clerk
via the billing clerk, who writes Form 2, the combination merchandise bill and
and sales book, and delivery label. The entry, similar to the prescription form,
includes the description and quantity of material sold, the billing price and the
net cost price. The bill, label, and material are then passed to the delivery
clerk, and the sales sheet to the bookkeeper.
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Checking the Shipments.
At this point, the routine becomes the same for all orders. The delivery
clerk receiving the material for the order, checks it against the bill, and notes
the shipment on the duplicate of the label.
It is the responsibility of the delivery clerk to not ship any material not
covered by bill and duplicate label entry. This insures that customers are
billed for all material shipped.
It is also his responsibility to see that shipments are promptly made and
that every order as represented by a bill and duplicate label entry is delivered.
This insures that all material billed to customers is delivered.
The Delivery Routine.
Different orders for the same customer will be gathered together. The
ticket numbers on the delivery label are checked off as the orders are received
and packed. When the orders to be sent together are all packed, the clerk tears
off and encloses the bill in the package, weighs it (if a mail order,) enters the
postage and stamps the delivery label duplicate with the date of shipment.
When all orders are shipped, the label duplicate is forwarded to the office.
Posting the Accounts Receivable.
The sales book sheets are turned over to the bookkeeper for posting to
the accounts receivable. The bookkeeper checks the page numbers to make
certain that every page is accounted for. After posting, the sheets are filed permanently in a binder, thus forming the sales books—one for merchandise sales
and one for prescription sales. The page totals are carried forward until the
end of the month when the total of the sales billed columns are posted to the
proper "sales billed" account in the general ledger, while the cost of the material
used is used for journalizing the debit to "material used cost" and the
credit to "inventory." The postage and insurance amount from the duplicate
delivery labels are posted to the proper ledger account.

